Workshop on Non-Cognitive Factors & Personalization for Adaptive Learning (NCFPAL)

Many computer-based learning environments adapt to individual learners based on cognitive factors like skill mastery, but recently research has been increasingly directed at improving personalization and adaptation in such systems by harnessing non-cognitive factors such as learner affect, motivation, preferences, self-efficacy, self-regulation, and grit. This workshop brings together researchers studying non-cognitive factors in a variety of environments and contexts, using various experimental, measurement, and/or data mining and statistical methods. In addition to presenting ongoing research on specific non-cognitive factors and their impact on learning outcomes, speakers at the workshop will present various creative approaches to address methodological issues endemic to research on non-cognitive factors.

Of one invited paper and five accepted papers, three papers explore non-cognitive factors in intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs) used in K-12 schools. Walkington and collaborators, in an invited paper, provide an account of various text-based features of mathematics word problems that are associated with learner performance in ITSs (specifically, Carnegie Learning’s Cognitive Tutor). While explanations that point to both cognitive and non-cognitive factors may account for this association, Bernacki and Walkington follow up this observational study by exploring an intervention in the same ITS wherein word problems are personalized based on learners’ out-of-school interests in areas like sports and music and find that personalization has benefits for both learner interest and measures of learning. A third study by Ostrow and colleagues considers an intervention in the ASSISTments system in which learners were presented with different types of “growth mindset” motivational messages (e.g., animations, audio, etc.). The impact of these messages on measures like persistence and learning are considered.

The next three papers consider data from college-level courses and learners. Ezen-Can and Boyer present an unsupervised method for classifying dialogue acts (e.g., ask a question, give a command) when learners interact with (human) tutors in a text-based dialogue environment; their method leverages gender and learner self-efficacy as noncognitive factors along which sub-populations of learners can be identified so that dialogue acts can be better classified. Next, Moretti and colleagues mine data about university computer science courses that are publicly available on the web to determine factors (e.g., choice of programming language and grading criteria) that are associated with learner feedback and other aspects of instruction. Finally, Gray and colleagues provide an analysis, using both classification and regression methods, of various psychometric measures of non-cognitive factors as predictors of whether students are “at risk” or likely to fail in their university courses.

The papers that comprise these proceedings represent a diverse set of measurement and analytical approaches and of student populations and learning platforms to which they are applied. We take this as a sign of developments to come, especially as researchers and developers in the learning sciences, educational data mining, and learning analytics increasingly turn to non-cognitive factors as possible “levers” to adapt and personalize learning experiences in more and more sophisticated technology-enhanced learning platforms and environments.
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ABSTRACT

Intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs) that personalize instruction to individual learner background and preferences have emerged in K-16 classroom settings all over the world. In mathematics instruction, ITSs may be especially important for tracking mathematical skill development over time. However, recent research has pointed to the importance of text-based measures when solving mathematics word problems, suggesting that in order to accurately model the student it is important to understand how they respond to text characteristics. We investigate the impact of text-based factors (readability and problem topic) on the solving of mathematics story problems using a corpus of \(N=3394\) students working through an ITS for algebra, Cognitive Tutor Algebra. We leverage recent advances in computerized text-mining to automate fine-grained text analyses of many different word problems. We find that several elements of the text of mathematics word problems matter for performance – including the concreteness of the problem’s topic, the length and conciseness of the story’s text, and the words and phrases used.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since the 1980s, Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs) have risen as an important instructional tool to support student learning in classrooms, especially in middle and high school. ITSs typically consist of at least three components: (1) the domain model of the appropriate steps needed to correctly solve each problem, (2) the student model, which captures the evolution of an individual student’s cognitive states as they relate to the domain model, and (3) the tutoring model which selects tutor actions based on the domain model and student model [1]. It is through the construction of the student model and its contribution to the tutoring model that ITSs can enact personalization where they adapt to the needs and backgrounds of individual learners. Here we explore cognitive and non-cognitive factors related to how students react to and understand the text of mathematics story problems. We argue that these non-mathematical factors may be an important element to consider for an ITS in secondary mathematics. In particular, we provide evidence suggesting that both the students’ reading level (a cognitive factor) and the students’ interests, preferences, and motivational outlooks (non-cognitive factors) have the potential to influence how they respond to text-based mathematics problems situated in “real world” contexts.

Cognitive Tutor Algebra (CTA; [2]) is a prominent mathematics ITS used in many schools across the United States. CTA uses model-tracing approaches to relate student actions to the domain model and provides individualized error feedback. CTA also uses knowledge-tracing approaches to track students’ learning from one problem to the next, using this information to identify the students’ strengths and weakness in terms of production rules (i.e., knowledge components or skills). The software then uses this analysis to individualize the selection of problem tasks. However, missing from this tutoring model is a consideration of other non-mathematical characteristics of the story problem texts – including the reading difficulty of the text respective to students’ reading ability and preferences, and the real-world topic of the text respective to students’ interests and preferences.

For example, a learner presented with a mathematics word problem that is difficult to read – with high-level vocabulary, complex sentence structure, etc. - may lack the reading ability to appropriately comprehend that problem. This cognitive element of the problem’s difficulty is not typically monitored by ITSs for mathematics learning. In
addition, such a problem may inhibit the students’ motivation – a non-cognitive factor. In particular, even if
the learner is technically able to read the problem, they may be intimidated by the problem text, and request a hint
instead of putting forth the effort of understanding the text of the problem. ITSs also do not typically monitor the
learner motivation for reading and understanding text-based problems.

Another non-mathematical element of the text of mathematics story problems is the real world topic –
whether the story is about working at a part-time job or harvesting a field of grain. The way in which students react
to the topic of the story problem is also based on both cognitive and non-cognitive factors. Students may be
unfamiliar with elements of the context that are important for fully comprehending the problem – for example, in a
banking context, they may not know what “break even” means. In this way, they may lack the prior knowledge
needed to interpret the story. Similarly, different real world topics may differ in the motivation they elicit from students
– students may experience greater motivation when solving a problem about a familiar, interesting context than about a
context they find boring or unfamiliar.

We next provide a theoretical framework that provides an explanation of how students comprehend story problems and
how cognitive and non-cognitive factors may interact as they solve story problems.

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

2.1 Cognitive Factors
Nathan and colleagues [3] proposed a model of mathematics story problem solving where students navigate
three levels of representation as they comprehend and solve story texts: (1) a textbase containing the propositional
statements made in the story problem, (2) a situation model, a qualitative representation of the actions and events
in the story, and (3) a problem model, containing the formal mathematical equations, variables, and operands. Because
mathematics word problems are stated in verbal language (rather than mathematics notation), we hypothesize that the
reading difficulty and topic of the problem matters for the construction of the situation model and its successful
coordination with the problem model.

Various aspects of the reading difficulty, including readability measures, may be important in situation model
construction. Readability measures often include the kinds of words used, the length of the story, and the structure of
the sentences. These elements of the text’s structure may make it more difficult to comprehend, especially for
students with weaker reading skills.

Another aspect of reading difficulty is the topic of the problem – whether it is about, for example, farming or
banking. Walkington and colleagues [4] proposed that story contexts that are related to topics that are familiar and
accessible to students are easier for them to solve because these contexts can facilitate situation model construction
because of their relatedness to learner prior knowledge. In related work [5], they also identified the prevalence of
issues with verbal interpretation of mathematics story problems, finding that even high school students struggle to
understand difficult vocabulary words and construct an accurate propositional textbase and situation model from a
story problem’s text.

2.2 Non-Cognitive Factors
An important precursor to students’ motivation is their level of interest – defined as the state of engaging and the
predisposition to re-engage with particular topics, ideas, or activities [6]. Two types of interest have been described in
the literature. First, situational interest is an immediate, temporary state of heightened attention and affective
engagement that stems from elements of a learning environment that are surprising, salient, evocative, challenging, personally relevant, etc. Situational interest can be triggered in response to a stimuli within a learning
environment, and then may or may not become maintained over time [6]. A second type of interest is individual interest – learners’ enduring predispositions to engage with certain activities or topics over time.

Elements of a story problem’s text have the potential to both trigger and maintain situational interest. In particular,
story problems that are accessible, easy to read, and situated within the topics and contexts that a particular
learner finds relevant and interesting may trigger and maintain interest. In the other hand, difficult reading
passages disconnected from a learner’s experiences and interests may not trigger interest and may cause
disengagement if interest has previously been triggered.

2.3 Research Purpose
If text-based measures like readability and problem topic matter for student performance, these might be
important elements to add to future systems for personalized learning in mathematics. For example, an ITS
might present weak readers with problems with simplified verbal language as these learners are initially mastering a
new mathematical skill. As the student gains expertise with the mathematics by mastering skills, additional levels of
verbal difficulty could be layered on by the ITS. Similarly, learners that lack motivation may be presented with story
problems that are less intimidating to read and situated within their interests, with this support faded out over time.
By neglecting to model this aspect of the user’s experience in the ITS, the system may be generating inferences about
learner knowledge states that are inaccurate.

3. LITERATURE REVIEW

3.1 The Impact of Reading Difficulty on Solving Mathematics Story Problems
Recent research has found that reading ability is especially important as students solve mathematics word problems
[7]. Studies examining the association of reading difficulty of mathematics word problems and U.S. student
performance on large-scale assessments has found that problems that use words with multiple meanings, complex verbs, and mathematics vocabulary words are more difficult [8]; the effect is especially pronounced for students who speak English as a second language [9]. A small study of students working in CTA found that extraneous text that provided a real world context for the problem, as well as references to concrete people, places, and things, were associated with less concentration and more confusion in the tutor [10]. However, a similar study found that the extraneous text was also associated with fewer unproductive “gaming the system” behaviors in the tutor [11]. Converging evidence suggests text characteristics relating to reading difficulty are important when solving mathematics word problems, but studies are needed that address which elements of reading difficulty are most important.

3.2 The Impact of Problem Topic on Solving Mathematics Story Problems

The topic of mathematics story problems also has an important relationship to students’ prior knowledge and motivation. A study of high school students solving either standard story problems or story problems personalized to topics they were interested in (e.g., sports, video games, social networking) within one unit of CTA found that personalized stories were associated with higher performance. This performance gain was present in two tasks – labeling independent and dependent quantities given in algebra story problems, and writing algebraic expressions from the story scenarios [12]. It was hypothesized that during these two tasks, students are working closely with the problem text, constructing their situation model and coordinating it with a problem model. This study also found that students receiving problems in the context of their out-of-school interests were less likely to game the system – to exploit regularities in hints and feedback provided by CTA in order to avoid productive learning behaviors. Further, students who received personalization had stronger performance in future units where the problems were no longer personalized.

In a recent follow-up study [13], story problems in four units of CTA were personalized to topics students were interested in, and students solving personalized problems were compared to a control group solving normal problems. Results showed that personalized problems both triggered students’ situational interest and enhanced students’ individual interest for learning algebra. Personalization was associated with greater learning gains than a control condition only when the personalization was matched to deep features of the students’ interest area. This was contrasted with personalization that was only matched surface features of the learners’ interests – i.e., modifications to the problems that simply involved inserting familiar pop-culture words rather than considering how learners might actually use relationships between quantities in their everyday activities. Thus converging evidence points to the importance of considering the real world topic of mathematics story problems and its relationship to students’ interests and experiences. However, more research is needed to determine which topics may be more or less likely to trigger and maintain students’ interest.

3.3 Research Questions

In the present study, we investigate the relationship between readability and topic measures and student performance on mathematics story problems. We examine these issues within an ITS for Algebra I, Cognitive Tutor Algebra (CTA), that tracks student hint requests in addition to whether they get problems correct or incorrect. We investigate two research questions: (1) How are readability and topic measures associated with correct answers and hint requests when students label independent and dependent quantities in stories in CTA? (2) How are readability and topic measures associated with correct answers and hint requests when students write algebraic expressions from stories in CTA? Answers to these questions could inform the design of future ITSs for personalized instruction.

4. METHOD

Data from $N = 3394$ students with active CTA accounts were collected from 9 high schools and 1 middle school that were diverse in terms of their socio-economic, racial, and achievement background (Table 1). Data were collected for students solving 151 distinct word problems across the first 8 units of CTA; later units were not included because many students did not advance beyond these units. We collapsed for all analyses (i.e., treat as identical) problems containing an identical story but using slightly different numbers. On average, each problem had been solved by 742 students ($SD = 495$). Each problem included a story scenario that outlined one or more linear functions within a real world situation (Figure 1). The student was asked to complete steps in which they identified the independent and dependent quantities in the story, wrote a linear algebraic expression for the story, and solved their expression for different $x$ and $y$ values; we consider only the first two skills.

CTA log data from students in the selected schools were uploaded to DataShop (psledatashop.web.cmu.edu), an online repository of detailed student interaction data. These logs contained information on whether the student got each problem correct, incorrect, or requested a hint on their first attempt; because requesting a hint is a distinct outcome, correct and incorrect are not completely repetitive measures. Thus, for each problem, we compiled the percentage of students who had gotten the problem correct on the first attempt, incorrect, or requested a hint. This percentage was our dependent measure in three distinct regression models. We analyzed the text of the introduction to each story problem (i.e., the initial text that gives the linear rate of change and intercept; see Figure 1) with the Coh-Metrix and LIWC text-mining programs.
measures a large number of aspects of text readability, including the amount semantic overlap between sentences, the number of verbs, use of concrete versus abstract words, the average sentence length, and others.

Table 1. Demographic characteristics of schools in study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Math Prof %</th>
<th>State Prof %</th>
<th>School Enrollment</th>
<th>School Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>797</td>
<td>Middle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>1,482</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>2,163</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>708</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1,875</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>986</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>602</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>1,333</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Because some of our story introductions had only one sentence, measures that pre-supposed multiple sentences were omitted. LIWC [15] was used to determine the topic of the story problems – this program counts how many words in the story fall into various word categories, including social processes (family, friends, people), affective processes (positive emotions and negative emotions), biological processes (body, health, ingestion), cognitive processes (insight, causation, discrepancy, tentativeness, certainty, inhibition, inclusive/exclusiveness), perceptual processes (see, hear, feel), relativity processes (motion, space, time), and personal concerns (work, achievement, leisure, home, money, religion). If a story contained any words that fell into one of these topic categories, that story was coded as a 1 for that category; otherwise it was coded as a 0.

For each category in Coh-Metrix and LIWC, the correlation was computed between the list of each problem’s score on that category, and the percentage of students who got each problem correct, incorrect, or requested a hint. Correlations that were significantly different from 0 were tested for inclusion as fixed effects in regression models predicting the performance measures (hints, corrects, incorrects). These models included random effects that described various aspects of the problem’s mathematical structure, including the unit and section it came from in CTA, and the numbers it used. Models were initially fit using the lmer() command in R including all potential fixed and random effects. Then we used the step() command in R to perform backwards elimination on fixed
and random effects, leaving a model with only the effects that significantly improved the fit of the model. These analyses were carried out separately for a dataset that included only instances of students labeling independent and dependent quantities, and a dataset that included only instances of students writing algebraic expressions.

5. RESULTS

5.1 Labeling Independent and Dependent Variables

Regression results showing the relationship between performance measures (% incorrect, hint, and correct) and readability and topic measures for labeling quantities in story problems are provided in Table 2. Table 2 shows that problems that use adverbial phrases (DRAP) were associated with fewer incorrect answers. Adverbial phrases are phrases that add on to verbs, answering the questions where, when, or how? In the present data set, adverbial phrases mostly answered when the action occurred, and often included words like currently, already, next, first, every day/week, and not yet. However, some of these adverbs also answered the how question, relying information about quantities that might be useful to cue students to the constraints of the problem – examples of words used in this manner included only, completely, and evenly. These words may have given important details about how the quantities involved in the story were changing as the action in the story proceeded.

Table 2. Regression tables relating performance measures on labeling quantities to readability/topic categories

| Categories       | Estimate | Std. Err | t value | Pr(>|t|) |
|------------------|----------|----------|---------|---------|
| % Incorrect      |          |          |         |         |
| (Intercept)      | 0.182    | 0.032    | 5.63    | 0.00018 *** |
| DRAP             | -0.0008  | 0.0003   | -3.34   | 0.02104 *  |
| motion           | 0.036    | 0.0137   | 2.65    | 0.00899 ** |
| % Hint           |          |          |         |         |
| (Intercept)      | 0.045    | 0.014    | 3.21    | 0.01407 *  |
| inhibition       | 0.023    | 0.008    | 2.83    | 0.00543 ** |
| % Correct        |          |          |         |         |
| (Intercept)      | 0.784    | 0.044    | 17.87   | 0.00000 *** |
| motion           | -0.042   | 0.0182   | -2.29   | 0.02370 *  |

Stories that involve motion words (e.g., go, move, ran, arrive, come, enter, threw) are associated with more incorrect answers and fewer correct answers. These stories often included contexts where people were walking, biking, hot-air-balooning, driving, or actively constructing something. In terms of the quantities used, there was often a rate of change (e.g., per hour, per minute, a day) that involved this motion, and students had to identify the two quantities that made up this rate of change. Using more abstract physics quantities – like distance and speed – may have been more difficult for students than using quantities relating to specific concrete objects (e.g., accumulating cards, toys, or money). Finally, inhibition words were associated with more hint requests. Inhibition words were often included in story problems that discussed safety issues or saving money. Students may have persieved these less concrete, finance- or safety-oriented contexts as less accessible, making them more likely to request a hint rather than attempt to write the labels. These problems often involved money as the dependent variable, but the label for this variable may have been complex because the actor in the story might have already saved or spent some money when the story started. Thus a label of simply money may not be appropriate, and the student would have to enter a label that captured that it was total money or net money saved or spent.

5.2 Writing the Algebraic Expression

Regression results showing the relationship between performance measures and readability and topic measures for writing the expression are shown in Table 3. We again see that inhibition words – often associated with financial contexts – are more difficult for students – they are associated with more incorrect answers, more hint requests, and fewer correct answers. The conceptual difficulty of this topic area might become especially important as students move from formulating their situation model to coordinating their situation model with a problem model.

Table 3. Regression tables relating performance measures on writing expressions to readability/topic categories

| Categories       | Estimate | Std. Err | t value | Pr(>|t|) |
|------------------|----------|----------|---------|---------|
| % Incorrect      |          |          |         |         |
| (Intercept)      | 0.195    | 0.060    | 3.26    | 0.00167 ** |
| WRDPOLc          | 0.0494   | 0.013    | 3.91    | 0.00014 *** |
| inhibition       | 0.086    | 0.034    | 2.52    | 0.01286 *  |
| % Hint           |          |          |         |         |
| (Intercept)      | 0.055    | 0.014    | 3.95    | 0.00050 *** |
| One sentence     | (ref.)   |          |         |         |
| Two sentences    | -0.045   | 0.016    | -2.82   | 0.00548 ** |
| Three Sentences  | -0.057   | 0.017    | -3.48   | 0.00067 *** |
| 4 + Sentences    | -0.033   | 0.019    | -1.77   | 0.07868 |
| RDL2             | 0.002    | 0.001    | 3.51    | 0.00061 *** |
| family           | 0.030    | 0.015    | 2.05    | 0.04282 *  |
| inhibition       | 0.052    | 0.011    | 4.74    | 0.00001 *** |
| motion           | 0.025    | 0.009    | 2.77    | 0.00637 ** |
| % Correct        |          |          |         |         |
| (Intercept)      | 0.334    | 0.17478  | 1.91    | 0.05778 |
| LD TTRc          | 0.428    | 0.169    | 2.53    | 0.01242 *  |
| WRDPOLc          | -0.041   | 0.01469  | -2.78   | 0.00609 ** |
Another factor that stands out in the regression results is word polysemy (WRDPOLC) – or the number of different meanings that a word has (for example, in English, mine can be something you own or an explosive device). The results show that stories that contain words with more potential meanings are associated with more incorrect answers and fewer correct answers. Polysemous words have been found to make mathematics word problems more difficult to interpret across other studies [8-9].

Results also showed that higher type-token ratios (LDTTRc) are associated with more correct answers. As type-token ratio increases, more unique words are being used in the story problem, and fewer words are being repeated. These results suggest that students have an easier time writing the expression in a story that is relatively concise with little repetition of ideas. While it makes sense that this type of story may be more amenable to translation into mathematics notation, this result contrasts with research in text comprehension in reading tasks [14] which generally finds that repetition and lower type-token ratios facilitate reading comprehension. However, the story problems with high levels of word repetition frequently discuss complex topics of which students may lack familiarity, including operating capital, business inventory, and wholesale prices. In this way, a high type-token ratio may be indicative of a complex topic rather than increased readability in these story problems.

Students’ tendency to seek hints when writing the algebraic expression is associated with a number of different readability factors. First, we see an effect for the length of the story text; students are more likely to seek hints for one sentence story problems, compared to problems that have two or more sentences. Having only one single sentence in a story problem might not be enough to ground or fully describe a linear rate of change as it arises in a real-world situation, and these overly-sparse stories might consequently inhibit performance.

In addition to greater difficulty of inhibition words, stories with family words and motion words were associated with greater hint-seeking. Only 13 of the problems involved family words, and these were often complex scenarios where multiple actors (e.g., a main character and his brother) were each contributing to the algebraic rate of change in their own way (e.g., saving/earning/splitting money together). Motion words often involved physics contexts (e.g., traveling in a car or plane) in which students had to track distance, rate, and time. This suggests that keeping track of multiple individuals engaging in mathematical actions and solving problems with physical distances and rates may be significant difficulty factors when writing expressions.

Finally, the regression results showed that scoring higher on Coh-Metrix’s second language readability measure (RDL2) was associated with greater hint-seeking when writing expressions. This measure is calculated through measures of word frequency (with words that occur more frequently in the English language yielding higher scores), sentence syntax similarity (with sentences that have similar grammatical structures yielding higher scores), and word overlap (with words that share semantic meaning yielding higher scores; [16]). Given that a higher second language readability score is typically associated with greater ease in comprehending the text [17], it is surprising that stories that score higher on this measure would be associated with students seeking more hints. The explanation of this finding may be similar to that for our finding with type-token ratio; story problems that use similar words and sentence structures often use a lot of repetition as a way to present complex ideas. Stories that are simple and concise may be easier for students to solve.

6. DISCUSSION
Results indicate that readability and topic measures have important associations with students’ performance when solving mathematics word problems in an ITS. In particular, it was more difficult for students to name the independent and dependent quantities in problems relating to motion (physics) and inhibition (saving and safety), while adverbial cues facilitated this skill. When writing algebraic expressions, we again see that motion and inhibition topics are difficult, but also find other important readability measures that matter. Words with multiple meanings make story problems more difficult, which corresponds to previous findings in both mathematics and reading education.

However, mathematics stories that use concise language with little repetition, which in terms of their readability level makes them technically less readable, are actually easier for students to solve. Thus measures of readability that stem from research on reading comprehension may need to be considered differently when working with mathematics problems. Results also suggest that while a story problem that includes only a single sentence is concise, it might present difficulty for students by not providing necessary context and information for them to feel they can respond without needing a hint.

Overall, our results suggest that mathematics story problems that have story texts that are more accessible to students have several characteristics: (1) they are concise with little repetition, but not a single sentence only, (2) they use only a single actor performing actions, (3) they use simple words with clear meanings, (4) they avoid more abstract physics or financial contexts, instead focusing on familiar contexts involving accumulation or loss of concrete physical objects, and (5) they make use of adverbial cues. Story problems with these characteristics may allow students to more easily construct a situation model from a propositional textbase. They may promote situation-model construction by both increasing students’
ability to comprehend the semantics of the problem, and by increasing students’ interest in working on the problem.

7. CONCLUSION

Future adaptive ITSs will be designed to model student characteristics at an extremely fine-grained level, as technology for personalized learning continues to advance. Here we argue that an important element of these future adaptive systems will be a consideration of the non-mathematical text-based characteristics of the problem tasks they present to students. Making inferences about students’ current level of mathematical knowledge or motivation without considering these characteristics may lead to misspecifications.

Readability and topic measures may be an important consideration for ITSs to model in a variety of domains, including when considering tasks from history, social studies, and science. Future research should focus on the readability and topic measures that are most important for students of different age groups in different subject domains, and narrow down which characteristics are most critical to include in student and domain models as we build future ITSs. In current work, we are analyzing the mathematics problems on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) and Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) to examine how readability and topic measures impact the performance of 4th and 8th graders in the United States, and how these factors interact with cognitive and non-cognitive student background characteristics.
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ABSTRACT

Personalization of learning environments to the background characteristics of learners, including non-cognitive factors, has become increasingly popular with the rise of advanced technology systems. We discuss an intervention within the Cognitive Tutor ITS where mathematics problems were personalized to the out-of-school interests of students in topic areas such as sports, music, and movies. We found that relative to a control group receiving normal problems, personalization had benefits for interest and learning measures. However, personalization that included deeper connections to students’ interests seemed to be more effective than surface-level personalization.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The question of how to enhance the interest and motivation of adolescents has gained increasing prominence [1] especially in secondary mathematics [2]. Students often find mathematics, especially the math in middle and high school, to be disconnected from their interests, everyday lives, and typical ways of thinking about relationships and quantities [3]. At the same time, young people are using increasingly sophisticated and technology-driven ways to pursue and learn about their non-academic interests, and have become accustomed to a high level of customization, interaction, and control when seeking knowledge [4].

As a result, the idea of designing and advancing highly personalized systems for student learning has become a central focus for educational stakeholders [5]. Technology systems that enact personalized learning in the classroom have the potential to intelligently adapt to students’ prior knowledge, interests, preferences, and goals [4]. In mathematics, these systems can make explicit connections between the interests students pursue outside of school – like sports, video games, or social networking – and the academic concepts they are learning. Algebra in particular is a rich space for such connections to be made [6] – students experience mathematical concepts like rate of change as they gain points in their favorite video game, track their pace in cross country, or accumulate followers on Instagram. As Algebra is often considered to be a gatekeeper to higher-level mathematics [7], and a subject that adolescents struggle to see as relevant [3], it may be a particularly important area for the development of interventions for personalized learning. We posit that 1) using a technology-based system for personalization that grounds algebra problems in students’ out-of-school interests has the potential to elicit students’ interest in the mathematics content to be learned, and 2) that personalization to well-developed individual interests can have a long-term effect on students’ learning of algebraic concepts and their motivation to learn mathematics.

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Interest has been defined as being both the state of engaging and the predisposition to re-engage with particular activities, events, and ideas over time [8]. Researchers have defined two types of interest. Situational interest is a state of heightened attention and increased engagement elicited by elements of an environment that are surprising, salient, evocative, or personally relevant. Situational interest can be triggered in response to stimuli, and becomes maintained over time as a learner engages further with the stimuli [8]. Individual interest is an enduring preference for certain objects or activities that persists over time and involves knowledge, value, and enjoyment; individual interest can be emerging or well-developed.

Situational interest can also be subdivided into interest based on enjoyment of the activity and interest based on valuing of the activity with respect to other things the learner values. Value-based situational interest has also been referred to as utility value – a learner’s awareness of the usefulness of a topic to their life and goals [9]. Interventions that are intended to trigger students’ situational interest are sometimes called “catch” interventions – the idea is to immediately grab students’ attention through salient, evocative, relevant, or surprising characteristics of the instructional materials. Interventions that are designed to promote maintained situational interest as sometimes called “hold” interventions – they often reveal the value of the content to students’ lives and goals, seeking to empower students [10-12]. For example, Mitchell [4] proposed that activities involving group work, computers, and puzzles function as “catch” mechanisms in the secondary mathematics classroom, while meaningfulness and involvement “hold” situational interest. Research has shown that when individuals are interested in a task or activities, they engage in more productive learning behaviors and have improved learning outcomes [e.g., 13].

An important question, then, is how to elicit and develop learners’ interests for academic content areas. Personalization is a particular kind of intervention that can be used in learning environments to accomplish this goal. Personalization interventions identify topics for which learners have emerging or well-developed individual interest, and then connect these topics to academic content topics they are learning about in school (like algebra), for which they may have a lower level of interest. For example, consider a student who has a well-developed individual interest in music, but is not interested in Algebra. In their Algebra class, they may engage with a variety of problems and projects that explore the mathematics behind musical pieces. Over time, the connection between these two areas might support her in developing situational interest based on her enjoyment of the incorporation of music as a context and the value perceived for music-themed problems, ultimately leading to the development of individual interest in Algebra [14]. By making explicit...
connections to students’ interests, personalization interventions are hypothesized to trigger situational interest in the academic content being learned, which can be maintained over time and eventually develop into individual interest in that content area. Personalization can increase students’ engagement in the math task, improve their performance on personalized math tasks and future math tasks that are not personalized [15], and may even increase students’ interest in the math they now see as relevant to their personal interests. However, little research has investigated the mechanisms by which personalization promotes these learning outcomes. In this study, we test this situational interest hypothesis by monitoring students’ interest in math units via embedded self-report surveys and examining whether personalization induces higher levels of situational interest, and whether this situational interest transforms into individual interest. Thus we test whether increased situational interest is an important mechanism through which personalization may gain its effect.

In addition to possessing enjoyment and value components, Renninger, Ewen, and Lasher [16] accentuate that interest also involves knowledge. Learners tend to possess useful prior knowledge related to their areas of interest, but this knowledge may be intuitive and informal with respect to underlying principles, making connections to concepts being learned in school (like algebra) difficult to acknowledge or articulate. In addition to possessing the potential to spur enjoyment and value-driven reactions to an academic content area, personalization is advantageous positioned to formalize students’ intuitive prior knowledge about their interests by explicitly connecting it to a concept learned in school. For example, a learner with substantial knowledge of musical composition may have implicit understandings of the mathematical or numerical underpinnings of music, and this knowledge can potentially act as a support when they are learning formal algebra. In mathematics education, this follows a “funds of knowledge” perspective [17], which accentuates that students bring with them to the classroom powerful quantitative ways of reasoning from their home and community lives. These informal, interest-based funds of knowledge are potential strengths that can be leveraged through thoughtful instructional approaches like personalization to develop students’ algebraic knowledge. In this study, we test the funds of knowledge hypothesis by examining whether solving personalized problems that incorporate deeper features of one’s interest (e.g., mechanics of a popular video game) elicit stronger effects on learning than problems personalized based on shallower features of a learner’s interest (e.g., passing reference to a game title in a problem about snacking) or non-personalized problems. Thus we test whether increased activation of prior knowledge is an important mechanism through which personalization gains its effect.

Whereas outside interests can be leveraged by personalization, initial interest in mathematics may moderate the effectiveness of personalization interventions. Darik and Harackiewicz [10] found that an intervention designed to “catch” (i.e., trigger [8]) student interest (adding colorful, vivid decorations to instructional materials) was most effective for learners with low individual interest in mathematics (IIM), but hampered learners with high IIM. Conversely, they found that an intervention designed to “hold” (i.e., maintain based on value [8]) student interest (informing students of the value of the content being learned) was beneficial for high IIM students, and detrimental for low IIM students.

In order for personalized instructional materials to successfully activate knowledge, trigger interest, and enhance perceptions of value, Walkington and Bernacki [14] identified three key features designers must consider. First is the depth of the intervention—whether the personalization draws upon surface level aspects of a learner’s interest (e.g., simply inserting familiar objects or names into an already-designed task), or whether the personalization involves deep, authentic connections to actual experiences the learner has pursuing an interest like music. Second is the grain size of the intervention—whether the personalization is targeted to the specific experiences of an individual, or to the generic experiences of an entire group. When considering grain size, it is important to remember that some topics will tend to tap into the interests of larger groups of students more than others—for example, a problem about the specifics of football may match the fine-grained interests of more ninth graders than a problem about field hockey. Use of these topics that relate to many students’ experiences may be a productive way to allow materials to be personalized at a finer grain size. Third is the ownership of the personalization—whether the students themselves take a role in generating the connections between the academic content area and their interests, or if teachers or curriculum developers control the personalization. In this study, we examined students’ interest in mathematics and algebra learning when exposed to a personalization intervention of medium grain size (i.e., personalized for local users based on interest interviews conducted at the same school in a prior year) versus a standard set of problems (i.e., broad grain size written by curriculum developers for all Algebra I students who use the curriculum). In the fourth unit of the intervention, we also varied the depth of problems by personalizing on surface or deep features of the problem to examine the effects of depth on interest and learning (i.e. the funds of knowledge hypothesis). No manipulation of problem ownership was conducted.

In the present study, we pursue the following research questions by implementing a personalization intervention for Algebra I:

1) What is the immediate impact of a personalization intervention on students’ situational interest in algebra instructional units?
2) What long-term effect does personalization have on students’ individual interest in algebra?
3) What is the impact of a personalization intervention on students’ learning of algebra concepts?
4) How does depth influence the impact of personalization on interest and learning?

Based on prior work examining the effects of personalization on learning [15] and theoretical assumptions about the development of interest [8] including the situational interest hypothesis, we hypothesize that 1) Personalized problems should trigger greater situational interest in algebra units than standard problems; 2) Students completing personalized problems that incorporate out of school interests will report greater individual interest in algebra; and 3) Students who complete personalized problem solving units will achieve greater increases in their algebra performance than students completing standard problem solving units. In accordance with the funds of knowledge hypothesis, we expect 4) that students who complete problems that are personalized based on deeper features of their interest area should outperform those completing problems personalized on surface features of the problems and standard problems.

3. METHODS

3.1 Participants and Environment
Total participants included N = 152 ninth grade Algebra I students in the classes of two Algebra I teachers. Students attended a rural
Northeastern school that was 96% Caucasian with 21% of students eligible for free or reduced price lunch. In 2012, 71% of students passed the state standardized test in Mathematics, which is administered in the 11th grade. The sample was 51% female. Because one teacher at the school site did not administer the pretest before students began using the Cognitive Tutor, eighty-three students completed pretest, posttest and all questionnaires delivered in the CTA software and compose the primary sample for this study.

The school at which the study took place used the Cognitive Tutor Algebra (CTA) curriculum [18]. CTA is an intelligent tutoring system for Algebra I that uses model-tracing approaches to relate the students’ actions back to the domain model to provide individualized error feedback. CTA also uses knowledge-tracing approaches to track learning from one problem to the next, using this information to identify strengths and weakness in terms of production rules. CTA presents learners with algebra story problems where they must navigate tabular, graphical, and symbolic representations of functions (Figure 1). Students in schools that use CTA typically use the software 2 days per week.

4. Personalization Intervention

Before entering the first unit in CTA (Unit 1), all participants were given an interests survey where they would rate their level of interest in 10 topic areas – music, art, cell phones, food, computers, games, stores, TV, movies, and sports. Participants were then assigned to one of two main conditions: (1) a Control Condition that received the standard algebra story problems in all units in CTA including Units 1, 3, 7, and 9 covering linear equations, (2) an Experimental Condition that received versions of these same problems with the same underlying structure that were matched to the interests they indicated on the interests survey for Units 1, 3, 7, and 9 (i.e. Personalization Condition). In unit 9, we tested the funds of knowledge hypothesis by further subdividing learners in the Personalization condition to (A) a Deep Personalization condition where they received personalized problems with greater depth – i.e., the personalized problems the Deep Personalization group received in Unit 9 were written to better correspond to ways that adolescents might actually use linear functions when pursuing their interests, and were intended to draw upon “funds of knowledge” more explicitly. The remaining students were assigned to (B) a Surface Personalization Condition where they received problems that contained stories with only superficial references to their identified interests. These problems should elicit situational interest, but not draw upon knowledge about one’s interests.

In the first sample Control problem in Table 1, students must identify the relationship between dosage and weight. This relationship is grounded in a story that provides a context that likely to be of limited relevance to the student. In the Surface Personalization problem the structure of the problem remains consistent, but a topic that corresponds to the learners’ personal interests has been applied. In the Deep Personalization version, the personal interest is applied more intentionally. Like the surface-level personalization problem, The Clash of Clans problem matches students’ reported interest in games. However it is also intended to draw upon the learner’s knowledge of the game’s architecture to frame the underlying algebraic relationship to be learned in a deeply relevant context (i.e. it is actually useful to keep track of the relationship between elapsed time and how goals are accomplished, and this quantity is explicitly tracked and displayed for the player within the game interface). We consider this to be a deeper level of personalization compared to the Surface Personalization condition, as it seems less likely that despite an interest in games, a teen would care about or track exactly how frequently they consume snacks during play. Personalized problems were written based on surveys (N = 45) and interviews (N = 23) with Algebra I students at the school where they discussed their out-of-school interests.

Deep Personalization problems were written to more closely correspond to quantitative information given by students in the interviews and open-ended surveys about their out-of-school interests, including interviews with Algebra I students at the school where the study was conducted. In these interviews, students discussed how they consider rate of change as they play video games, participate in sports, track their rate of texting and battery usage on their cell phone, engage in cooking, work at part-time jobs, activities, and so on. (see [6] for a full analysis of student interviews).
Table 1. Study Conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GAMES</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Surface Personalization</th>
<th>Deep Personalization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The correct dosage of a certain medicine is two milligrams per 25 pounds of body weight.</td>
<td>While playing cards a person typically eats two snacks for every 25 minutes of playing time in a card game.</td>
<td>When playing Clash of Clans a player can build two barracks for every 25 minutes of playing time.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPORTS</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Surface Personalization</th>
<th>Deep Personalization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Three out of every five people in a recent survey supported the President's Health Plan.</td>
<td>Three out of five people have attended a Pittsburgh Steelers game in their lifetime.</td>
<td>Three out of five free throws are successful for NBA players.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOOD</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Surface Personalization</th>
<th>Deep Personalization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Directions for a swimming pool chemical that controls the growth of algae state that you should use six fluid ounces of chemical for every 500 gallons of water.</td>
<td>Looking through a collection of online recipes, there are six recipes that require powdered sugar for every 500 recipes that you find online.</td>
<td>In a family recipe you use six drops of hot pepper oil for every 500 ounces of chili that is being cooked.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Problems across the 3 conditions were written to hold constant factors like order of information given, numbers, sentence structure and length, mathematical vocabulary, readability, pronoun use, and distractor information. The personalized problems did not require that students have additional knowledge of specific numerical mathematical information in their interest area (e.g., knowing how many points a field goal is worth) – all information given was matched across problem types.

All instructional units involved in the study involved linear functions. Of the core sample comprising most of our analyses, 31 participants were assigned to the Control, 34 were assigned to Surface Personalization, and 27 were assigned to Deep Personalization.

4.1 Measures
We collected the following measures from all participants:

4.1.1 Paper-Based Pre/Post Assessments
At the beginning of the school year, prior to entering the tutor, all students completed a paper-based pre-test on linear functions. The test contained 4 story problems where a linear function was described that either had a slope and intercept (2 problems) or had only a slope (2 problems). Participants first were given an x value in the linear function and asked to solve for y, then they were given a y value in the linear function and asked to solve for x. Finally, they were asked to write the linear function using algebra symbols. A post-test was administered to all students around the midterm of their ninth grade year (i.e., four months later). The post-test contained 4 matched items containing slightly different wording and numbers. Students’ responses to each part of each problem were scored as correct or incorrect.

4.1.2 Domain-Level Motivational Surveys
Prior to entering Unit 1 (pre-) and Unit 10 (post-) in CTA, the software presented students with a survey asking them to rate their attitudes about algebra. Specifically, they rated their individual interest in mathematics (IIM), as well as their maintained situational interest–enjoyment and maintained situational interest–value for mathematics. Subscales were adopted from a larger set of scales from Linnenbrink-Garcia et al. [19]. Sample items for each scale appear in Table 2.

4.1.3 Unit-Level Motivational Surveys
After each unit impacted by the personalization intervention (Figure 2; Units 1, 3, 7, and 9), participants were also given a unit-level motivational survey that assessed the degree to which that unit triggered their situational interest and maintained their situational interest in the CTA unit. These scales were adapted based on measures from Linnenbrink-Garcia et al. [19] with the math unit as the referent. Sample items for each scale appear in Table 2, as do Cronbach’s alphas for the initial administration of each survey. An overview of the survey measures and CTA units completed by participants in this study is provided in Figure 2.

Table 2. Interest Measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interest Measure</th>
<th>Sample item</th>
<th>α</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual Interest in Mathematics</td>
<td>Thinking mathematically is an important part of who I am.</td>
<td>.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintained Situational Interest in Math- Value</td>
<td>What we are studying in math class is useful for me to know.</td>
<td>.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintained Situational Interest in Math- Enjoyment</td>
<td>I really enjoy the math we do in this class.</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triggered Situational Interest in Math</td>
<td>The topics in this unit grabbed my attention.</td>
<td>.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintained Situational Interest in Unit - Value</td>
<td>The math in this unit is useful for me to know.</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintained Situational Interest in Unit - Enjoyment</td>
<td>In this unit, I really enjoyed the math.</td>
<td>.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Measures

5. RESULTS
We report results as they address the first three research questions in section 2. We do not provide a separate section for research question 4 (impact of depth of personalization), and instead discuss the results for depth of personalization within each of the other three sections.
5.1 What is the impact of personalization on students’ situational interest in algebra units?

To assess the effect of the personalization interventions on students’ situational interest, we conducted a series of analyses of covariance examining students’ reported triggered and maintained interest in CTA units. All students were given unit-level surveys assessing their level of interest in the instructional unit after each of the units impacted by the personalization treatment (Units 1, 3, 7, and 9). We controlled for initial individual interest in students’ situational interest, we conducted a series of analyses of covariance. The pre- and post-test scores on the algebra learning measures for students’ learning of Algebra I concepts?

The pre- and post-test scores on the algebra learning measures for each of the three conditions is shown in Table 4. A linear regression model predicting amount of absolute gain from pre- to post-test (i.e., post-test score minus pre-test score) was fit to the data, with students’ class period as a random effect. Adding a predictor for Condition significantly improved the fit of the model ($\chi^2(2) = 6.39, p = 0.04$), as did a control variable for students’ initial level of individual interest in mathematics (IIM) prior to the intervention ($\chi^2(1) = 4.07, p = 0.04$). The interaction of Condition and IIM also significantly improved the fit of the model ($\chi^2(2) = 14.43, p < .001$).

### Table 3. Estimated Marginal Means Controlling for Individual Interest in Math

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Personalization</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EMM</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triggered Situational Interest</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sd</td>
<td>2.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintained Situational Interest - Value</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td>2.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4. Scores on Knowledge tests by Condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Pre</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Personalization</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep personalization</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The regression output is shown in Table 5. The reference category is the Control Group, and we interpret all significant simple effects regardless of whether they are displayed in the table. The IIM control measure was dichotomized to separate students with high IIM (average rating of 3 or more) from low IIM (average rating less than 3) to aid interpretability and to be consistent with prior work [e.g., 14]. As can be seen from Table 5, for students with low individual interest in math, Deep Personalization was significantly more effective than Control ($p < 0.05$). Additional contrasts not shown in the table compared Surface Personalization to Deep Personalization, and found that for students with low IIM,
Deep Personalization was significantly more effective than Surface Personalization ($B = 0.24$, $SE (B) = 0.07$, $p < 0.001$). Finally, within the Deep Personalization condition, students with high IIM gained significantly less than students with low IIM ($B = .17$, $SE (B) = .07$, $p = .01$).

| Table 5. Regression Output for Pre/Post Learning Gains |
|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|
| B                | SE (B)           | t                | p                |
| (Intercept)      | 0.13             | 0.13             | 0.13             |
| Control (ref.)   |                  |                  |                  |
| Surface Personalization | -0.10          | 0.08             | -1.33            |
| Deep Personalization | 0.14            | 0.07             | 1.97             |
| Low IIM (ref.)   |                  |                  |                  |
| High IIM         | 0.00             | 0.07             | -0.07            |
| Surface Personalization $\times$ High Initial Individual Interest | 0.08 | 0.10 | 0.82 |
| Deep Personalization $\times$ High Initial Individual Interest | -0.17 | 0.10 | -1.71 |

6. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

This study examined whether personalizing algebra problems to students’ out-of-school interests would increase their situational interest in CTA algebra problems, increase their interest in mathematics, and improve their acquisition of algebra knowledge (i.e., the situational interest hypothesis). It additionally tested whether solving problems that incorporated deep features of an interest into problems would produce greater benefits than solving problems that incorporated interests superficially or standard problems (i.e., the funds of knowledge hypothesis). Students who received problems personalized to their out-of-school interests reported significantly higher triggered situational interest for CTA math units. Compared to a Control group that experienced a drop in their individual interest in mathematics, Personalization also had a preserving effect on students’ interest in mathematics. After accounting for students’ initial individual interest in mathematics, significant differences in learning gains were found between groups of students in the Deep Personalization, Surface Personalization and Control Conditions. These findings are next discussed in light of prior theory and research.

6.1 Personalization and Situational Interest

Students who completed algebra problems personalized to their interests reported greater triggered situational interest compared to students who completed standard CTA problems, however students who solved personalized problems did not report significantly greater maintained interest resulting from enjoyment or perceptions of value. The finding that personalization was effective in triggering situational interest is encouraging as we consider the Control condition to be a considerably strong control. That is, the standard problems included in tutor units might be considered to be personalized to student interests at a very broad grain size [11] – they were generally written by teachers and curriculum writers with this student population in mind (i.e., adolescent algebra learners). The personalized problems in the intervention, on the other hand, had a medium grain size – they were written for and provided to subsets of the student population that had particular topic interests (e.g., sports, video games). The change from a large to a medium grain size was sufficient to elicit changes in triggered situational interest, though additional effort may be necessary to elicit sufficient enjoyment or perception of value to maintain students’ situational interest. Indeed, in another personalization study [20], we found that a personalization intervention with a much smaller grain size where students wrote and solved problems that incorporated features of their personal interests produced increases in students’ maintained situational interest associated with perceived value. This intervention also involved a higher level of ownership of the personalization on the part of the students [14], which suggests that personalization at a medium grain size may successfully trigger situational interest, but a personalization at a smaller grain size with some level of ownership may be necessary to achieve more enduring situational interest in math units. This type of intervention may be especially important given that it takes the burden of generating fine-grained instructional materials away from teachers and curriculum developers and places it on students.

6.2 Personalization and Individual Interest

Despite a failure to elicit maintained situational interest, the Personalization intervention did have a significant effect on students’ individual interest in mathematics. Importantly, the individual interest items assessed how students felt about the domain of mathematics as a whole, rather than how they felt about the particular math class they were enrolled in or the particular units they were working on. This preservation of individual interest in algebra over half a year of high school coursework is a desirable outcome, given research that documents declines in interest in math over adolescence [21, 22]. In sum, the findings from the first two research questions support the situational interest hypothesis. We consider this finding in light of theory on interest development in section 6.4.

6.3 Deep Personalization and Algebra Learning

Walkington [12] found that a one-unit personalization intervention improved students’ long-term learning of algebra concepts within the CTA environment, relative to a control condition. This study extends that work and indicates that, when personalization incorporates deep features of students’ out-of-school interests, it can also induce learning gains that transfer outside of an intelligent tutoring environment (i.e., to delayed, paper-based tests). However, these effects are moderated by students’ initial level of individual interest in mathematics, with Deep Personalization being beneficial mainly for low IIM students. Walkington [15] did not collect such interest measures in her study, but did find that personalization was most effective for students who were making slower progress through CTA – a variable known to track closely with interest in math [23]. We consider these findings in light of proposed hypotheses that personalization may obtain effects on learning by activating students’ funds of knowledge in their out-of-school interest, and that personalization may trigger greater situational interest in math tasks. The current study showed that Deep Personalization was significantly less effective for learners with high IIM, compared to learners with low IIM. This, along with the results that personalization triggers but does not maintain situational interest, suggests that even Deep Personalization may achieve its effects on learning as a “catch” intervention, immediately eliciting triggered situational interest. That is, solving personalized problems triggered students’ interests, but did not maintain them. This provides some promise as prior research has shown catch interventions that trigger interest to be beneficial primarily for learners with low IIM [10]. This is contrasted with a “hold” intervention that maintains situational interest, often by communicating the value of the content being learned. In this study personalization did not increase students’ perceptions that
algebra problems had value, but additional interventions aimed at boosting perceived value and relevance [11, 12] could potentially be incorporated to ITSs to also obtain this effect and its benefits for learning.

Although we termed our Condition “Deep” Personalization, the connections made to learners’ actual experiences may not have been uniformly deep depending on students more specific interests within a topic area, and thus may not have elicited value-based reactions from some students. This stems from issues with the grain size of the intervention – students merely indicated their interest is 1) triggered by environmental stimuli and 2) maintained when engagement in the environment is enjoyable or confers value through consistent or repeated situational interest. This supports 3) the emergence of an individual interest, which 4) becomes well developed over time. In this study, analyses reveal a triggering of situational interest among students in the Surface and Deep Personalization conditions, no reported maintenance of situational interest via enjoyment or value, but a significant effect of Personalization on individual interest. Thus individual interest developed without being maintained during learning; this requires that we consider alternate explanations by which such effects on individual interest may have been obtained.

One potential explanation is that the way instructors used Cognitive Tutor in the math classes may have reproduced some of the behaviors expected when students’ situational interest is maintained. In their model, Hidi and Renninger [8] describe that those who maintain interest in a topic tend to repeatedly engage with content involving the topic (e.g., a student who is interest in dolphins may seek more opportunities to learn about them by reading books about them in school or choose “dolphins” as a topic for school assignments). While students’ did not report that personalized Cognitive Tutor Algebra units maintained their interest to a degree that we would expect them to voluntarily seek out opportunities to learn using Cognitive Tutor, the compulsory use of the Cognitive Tutor in math class twice a week for many months effectively ensured repeated engagement in (personalized) problem solving via CTA use. Thus we could conclude that the continued exposure to math content personalized to one’s out-of-school interests approximated behavioral outcomes of maintained situational interest and created an alternate pathway by which individual interest was preserved in Personalization conditions (i.e., no drop in interest), but not in the Control condition where there was no initially triggered interest. Much like the typical adolescent whose interest in math declines over time, students in the Control condition were required to complete math units that did not trigger situational interest and subsequently reported declines in their interest in mathematics.

6.5 Conclusion
The results obtained in this study provide important insight about the ways depth and grain size of personalization may impact the development of students’ interests in their math course, the domain of mathematics, and ultimately their long-term learning of algebra concepts. In future analyses, we will analyze additional data from students participating in this study, and look for difference in in behavior and performance within intervention and subsequent CTA units, including analyses of learning behaviors using log-files and automated detectors.
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ABSTRACT
When designing adaptive tutoring systems, a myriad of psychological theories must be taken into account. Popular notion follows cognitive theory in supporting multi-channel processing, while working under assumptions that pedagogical agents and affect detection are of the utmost significance. However, motivation and affect are complex human characteristics that can muddle human-computer interactions. The following study considers the promotion of the growth mindset, as defined by Carol Dweck, within middle school students using an intelligent tutoring system. A randomized controlled trial comprised of six conditions is used to assess various delivery mediums of growth mindset oriented motivational messages. Student persistence and mastery speed are examined across multiple math domains, and self-response items are used to gauge student mindset, enjoyment, and perception of system helpfulness upon completion of the assignment. Findings, design limitation, and suggestions for future analysis are discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The optimal design of adaptive tutoring systems is a continuous debate for researchers in the Learning Sciences. Decisions when authoring content can be immense, including not only the user interface and tutor material, but also the presence of adaptive feedback strategies such as hints or scaffolding, the use of affect detectors, and in growing popularity, the use of pedagogical agents. While many adaptive tutors share designs rooted in cognitive theory, creators should also incorporate elements that improve student motivation, engagement, persistence, metacognition, and self-regulation skills. These elements aid in the promotion of active learning, an experience that has been shown to heighten the creation of mental connections [10]. However, successful adaptive tutoring systems are not just a random conglomeration of these learning goals. All too often, adaptive tutors are designed under the assumption that students are ideal learners, driven and motivated, ready to employ a full range of self-regulation skills coupled with technological prowess [1]. Thus, researchers have recently undertaken a more thorough examination of how to universally encourage and motivate students while still promoting self-regulated learning skills and optimizing system design [3, 8].

Human motivation has historically been explained and argued by an array of theories, as intrinsic or as extrinsic, as static or as the constant flow of needs, emotions, and cognitions [13]. In a somewhat similar sense, recent research promoting affect detection within educational technology suggests that affect plays a primary role in learning success [2]. How can researchers incorporate deeply rooted human characteristics like motivation and affect into the design of an adaptive tutoring system? A renowned leader in the field of psychology, Carol Dweck has helped to establish theories of intelligence that marry these complex constructs within the confines of learning studies [5]. Her research has shown that students approach learning tasks largely with one of two 'mindsets.' The fixed mindset is characterized by the notion that intelligence is somehow innate or immutable. Students who live within this fixed realm generally emit lower learning and performance outcomes as well as higher attrition rates based in the notion that effort will not lead to intellectual advancement [6]. Much of American society is rooted in this view; strong emphasis is placed on standardized testing and zero sum competition, with the goal of comparing student intelligence rather than promoting learning. Alternatively, students with a growth mindset believe that intelligence is malleable and that effort and persistence can lead to success. While Dweck [7] argues that neither mindset is necessarily ‘correct,’ she promotes the notion that mindset can be altered, and explains the growth mindset as offering a healthier mental lifestyle. Altering mindset is best achieved by varying the type of praise students receive and by realigning their definition of successful learning. By highlighting the learning process rather than the student’s intelligence or performance, ‘process praise’ and the promotion of malleable intelligence has led to positive, long-term learning gains [5]. Students trained in the growth mindset show increased enjoyment in difficult learning tasks as well as higher overall achievement and performance [6].

An expert in his own right, Richard Mayer has devoted much of his career to promoting a series of multi-media learning principles that enhance e-learning design. These principles call for learning environments to be driven by active learning processes while considering the cognitive load and working memory of users [4]. As such, those authoring adaptive tutors
should utilize audio, animation, graphics, video, and other hypermedia elements to appease multiple sensory channels and thereby reduce the user’s overall cognitive load. It is important to note that powerful design requires a fine balance of these resources, as exorbitance may serve to distract or disrupt learners. The evolution of pedagogical agents and learning companions within adaptive tutoring systems has served as a primary way to incorporate both multi-media elements and non-cognitive support. As guidelines for the design of human-computer interaction have followed those set forth by human-human interaction, the art of appropriating the cognitive and affective responses of pedagogical agents has been of major concern [9]. Agents are typically designed with the premise that they should respond happily to student successes and with a shared disappointment upon failures [9].

Considering the optimal design of adaptive tutoring systems and the incorporation of hypermedia and pedagogical agents to engage students in active learning, the current study seeks to analyze the promotion of Dweck’s growth mindset theory within ASSISTments, an adaptive mathematics tutor. The following research questions were derived from themes relevant to Dweck’s [6] work, in combination with adaptive tutoring structures unique to ASSISTments:

1. Does the addition of motivational messaging within the tutoring system affect the likelihood of student persistence or attrition?
2. Does the presence of motivational messaging within the tutoring system affect mastery speed as defined by how many items, on average, it takes for students to complete the problem set?
3. Can specific elements within message delivery be pinpointed as significantly powerful? That is, can researchers isolate an element (e.g., the presence of a pedagogical agent, the audio component, static images, or a combination of these elements) that is responsible for the majority of variance in persistence and learning efficiency?

It is hypothesized that students randomly assigned to a messaging condition will be more likely to show continued, persistent effort than those in the control condition. Similarly, regardless of the delivery medium, researchers expect students who receive mindset messages to show improved mastery speed, with fewer items, on average, required to complete a problem set. In the assessment of message delivery, it is hypothesized that motivational messages delivered using an animated version of Jane, a learning companion that originates from partnering tutor Wayang Outpost, will have a stronger effect on student persistence and learning efficiency than alternative message mediums.

2. METHODS

To determine appropriate math content for this study, the tutor’s database was queried to compile a historical record of usage data for a variety of problem sets that fit within Common Core State Standards across various grade levels. All observed problem sets were of a style unique to the ASSISTments tutor, requiring students to answer three consecutive questions correctly in the same day in order to complete the assignment. If the student were to reach a preset ‘daily limit’ (i.e., ten problems) while attempting to solve three consecutive questions, they are prompted to consult with their teacher and try again tomorrow.

Five problem sets were chosen based on high usage, with math content spanning grades four through seven. The skill topics assessed by these problem sets included finding missing values using percent on a circle graph, equivalent fractions, multiplying decimals, rounding, and order of operations. The goal in designing multiple problem sets was three-fold: to increase data collection, to determine any significant effect for student skill level, and to determine if content was linked to student motivation, perhaps due to difficulty level. Six conditions were then established for each problem set, as defined in Table 1. These conditions were designed following the principles set forth by Mayer [4], to test matched content messages across a variety of processing channels.

### Table 1. Motivational messaging conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control</th>
<th>ASSISTments as usual; no messages added</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Animation</td>
<td>Jane, a female pedagogical agent, delivers messages with motion and sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static Image with Text</td>
<td>The agent is presented as a static image, with a speech bubble to deliver motivational text messages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static Image with Audio</td>
<td>The agent is presented as a static image, supplemented by audio files to deliver motivational messages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word Art</td>
<td>A speech cloud shows motivational text messages, with no agent involvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio</td>
<td>The agent’s voice delivers motivational messages with no graphical changes to tutor content</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The student experience for each problem set was formatted in the same manner. An introductory ‘question’ explained the format of the problem set and alerted the student to turn on their computer volume and to use headphones if necessary. The second ‘question’ tested whether or not the student was able to see and hear the pedagogical agent Jane as she introduced herself as a problem-solving partner. This question was included to test the compatibility of the HTML files that supported the pedagogical agent’s animation and sound conditions, thus serving as confirmation of fair random assignment. Researchers then relied on a randomization feature unique to ASSISTments that randomly assigned students to one of the six conditions depicted in Table 1. Math content was isomorphic across conditions, and was thus considered comparable in difficulty. A test drive of the student experience for each problem set can be found at [12].

Motivational message content, as depicted in Table 2, was matched across conditions to reduce confounding. These messages were validated in and derived from [1]. Each problem set was designed to randomly select questions from a pool of approximately 100 problems, containing two types of motivational message delivery: general attributions, in which the motivational message was presented with the primary question, and incorrect attributions, in which the motivational message was presented alongside content feedback if the student responded incorrectly or employed a tutoring strategy. Following this design structure, students saw general attributions on approximately half of the questions, with the remaining half displaying incorrect attributions only to students who answered a problem correctly. Therefore, each student’s experience of motivational messaging may have differed slightly, even within each condition. This design was established to reduce persistent message delivery and to avoid inundating students with messages on each question, with the goal of optimizing the effects of motivational messages while retaining a primary focus on math content. All visual motivational messages appeared within the tutor and remained until the student completed the problem; audio messages were played once upon loading the problem or tutoring strategy.
At the end of each problem set, students were asked to partake in a series of four survey questions developed based on previously validated content from [11], to assess student mindset, goal orientation, and perceptions of enjoyment and system helpfulness. All students received these questions regardless of condition. All survey content can be accessed at [12].

3. PROCEDURE
Teachers in the state of Massachusetts who frequently use ASSISTments with their students were approached with a brief presentation explaining the study and providing examples of the conditions, motivational messages, and math content. Teachers assigned one or more of the problem sets to their students in accordance with the teachers’ usual use of the tutoring system (i.e., either classwork or homework). Material was assigned as current content and/or review, for a total of 765 student assignments. Log data was compiled for each student’s performance. Prior to analysis of persistence and mastery speed, students were removed if they had noted experiencing technical difficulties or if they failed to log enough progress to enter one of the six conditions. Additional students were removed prior to survey analysis due to incompletion. Students remaining after each step are examined across problem sets in Table 3.

Table 2. Motivational message item content.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Attributions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Did you know that when we learn something new our brain actually changes? It forms new connections inside that help us solve problems in the future. Pretty amazing, huh?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Did you know that when we practice to learn new math skills our brain grows and gets stronger? That is so cool!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Hey, I found out that people have myths about math… like that only some people are “good” at math. The truth is we can all be successful in math if we give it a try.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. I think the most important thing is to have an open mind and believe that one can actually do math!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. I think that more important than getting the problem right is putting in the effort and keeping in mind the fact that we can all be good at math if we try.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Motivational message item content.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incorrect Attributions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Making a mistake is not a bad thing. It’s what learning is all about!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. When we realize we don’t know why that was not the right answer, it helps us understand better what we need to practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. We may need to practice a lot, but our brains will develop with what we learn.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. RESULTS
Analyses of student persistence and mastery speed were performed at the condition level for each problem set, as well as for an aggregate of the five sets to serve as a composite analysis of the conditions across math content. To determine if an effect existed within a particular processing channel, similar conditions were compiled based on delivery elements. For example, all conditions utilizing audio were compiled to assess the effect of audio (i.e., audio, animation, static image with audio). Similar analyses were performed to determine the effect of textual messages and the effect of the pedagogical agent’s presence. Researchers also compared a compilation of all conditions containing motivational messages to the control condition in order to determine the effectiveness of motivational messages in general. Initial findings suggested that in general, the sample was too advanced for the math content as students were found to be at ceiling across many of the problem sets. Thus, secondary analyses examined gender differences and assessed the aforementioned variables for a subset of students operationally defined as "strugglers," or those requiring more than three questions to complete their assignment.

When considering student persistence, as defined by continuing until reaching completion, ANOVA results suggested null results (p > .05) across all problem sets except for multiplying decimals F (5, 42) = 2.57, p < .05, η² = 0.23. No significant results were observed when the problem sets were compiled or when specific delivery elements were isolated, and there was no significant difference between messaging conditions and the control. For the full sample, gender was found to differ significantly on persistence, F (1, 568) = 3.84, p = 0.051, η² = 0.01, with girls showing significantly more persistence (M = 0.99, SD = 0.12) across conditions than boys (M = 0.96, SD = 0.20). While girls were found to be approaching completion in all conditions (p < .05), boys showed lower completion overall, with the lowest performance apparent in the control condition.

When considering mastery speed, as defined by the number of questions required for problem set completion, ANOVA results suggested null results (p > .05) across all problem sets analyzed...
individually. Further, no significant results were observed when problem sets were compiled or when specific delivery elements were isolated, and there was no significant difference between messaging conditions and control. Although there was no significant difference in mastery speed across genders, trends suggested that girls had faster mastery speed in general, requiring consistently fewer questions to complete problem sets regardless of condition (M = 4.25, SD = 2.65) than boys (M = 4.43, SD = 2.86). Means and standard deviations for the full sample are presented in Table 4.

ANOVA comparisons of the survey measures of mindset, enjoyment, and system helpfulness similarly conveyed null results within the full sample. The “mindset” variable was established from an average of two binary survey questions, with a composite score scaled from 0-2 representing the spectrum from fixed mindset (0) to growth mindset (2). The “enjoyment” variable was based on one question with Likert scale scores from 0-3, representing how much the student enjoyed their assignment. The “helpfulness” variable is represented in the same manner, based on the student’s perception of how helpful the tutoring system was in completing their assignment. Null results were found for all three measures across problem sets when analyzed individually, and no significant differences were observed between conditions when problem sets were compiled or when specific delivery elements were isolated. Further, there was no significant difference between all messaging conditions and the control group. Gender was found to have a significant effect on enjoyment, regardless of condition F (1, 552) = 19.50, p < .001, η² = 0.03, with girls measuring more enjoyment on average (M = 1.84, SD = 0.81) than boys (M = 1.52, SD = 0.90). As shown by Table 4, the Control was found to be the most enjoyable condition, while WordArt was enjoyed significantly less (p < .10). Gender was also approaching significance on the mindset measure, F (1, 552) = 3.31, p = 0.069, η² = 0.01, with boys exhibiting a lower mindset in general (M = 0.93, SD = 0.78) than girls (M = 1.05, SD = 0.77). Gender was not found to have a significant effect on student’s perception of tutor helpfulness.

In an attempt to answer our third research question, elements within message delivery were collapsed based on similarity to better understand if a certain processing channel (i.e., audio) was providing the main effect for messaging results. As noted briefly in results for persistence, mastery speed, and survey measures, researchers were not able to isolate any significant differences among delivery elements (p > .05).

While few significant findings were observed in the full sample, it became clear that many students were at ceiling in the math content and therefore showing high persistence (completion) in minimum mastery speed (three consecutive correct questions). When we reassessed the sample for students operationally defined as ‘struggling,’ or those who required more than three questions to complete their assignments, our analysis became a bit more informative. Among 253 student assignments, no significant differences were found among conditions in persistence or mastery speed (p > .05). However, findings suggested that it took struggling students less questions on average to reach mastery when in the audio condition (M = 5.59, SD = 2.00) compared to all other conditions, as shown in Table 5.

When considering gender, struggling boys exhibited lower mastery in conditions including audio (p < .05) yet were found to persevere more when an image of Jane was present, while girls persevered less with the female presence (p < .05). Survey results for struggling students suggested that boys exhibited the lowest mindset measures after experiencing the control condition (p < .05), and trends suggested that regardless of condition, girls exhibited the growth mindset more consistently (M = 1.00, SD = 0.79) than boys (M = 0.91, SD = 0.75). As with the primary analysis, trends suggested that boys exhibited the growth mindset after experiencing the animation condition (p < .10). It was also found that regardless of condition, girls enjoyed their assignments (M = 1.72, SD = 0.87) significantly more than boys (M = 1.42, SD = 0.92), p < .05, and that girls consistently found the tutoring system more helpful in completing their assignment (M = 2.10, SD = 0.83) than did boys (M = 1.92, SD = 0.90).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Control (104a, 99b)</th>
<th>All Messaging (517a, 506b)</th>
<th>Animation (106a, 103b)</th>
<th>Static Image with Text (116a, 113b)</th>
<th>Static Image with Audio (117a, 115b)</th>
<th>Word Art (90a,b)</th>
<th>Audio (88a, 85b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistence</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastery Speed</td>
<td>4.74</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>4.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindset</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyment</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpfulness</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td><strong>2.01</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Sample size for Persistence and Mastery Speed.
*Sample size for Mindset, Enjoyment, and Helpfulness.

Note: “Mindset” is measured by two questions (0 = Fixed Mindset, 1 = Growth Mindset) and scores are compiled. “Enjoyment” is measured by one question (Likert Scale, 0-3). “Helpfulness” is measured by one question (Likert Scale, 0-3).
Approximately 60% of students in the full sample exhibited the growth mindset in their survey responses, regardless of condition. Noting Table 4, students in the control condition actually reported the highest levels of growth mindset (M = 1.06, SD = 0.81), with those in the audio condition reporting the lowest levels (M = 0.78, SD = 0.75). Among struggling students, the highest levels of growth mindset were reported by students in the static image with audio condition (M = 1.04, SD = 0.82), while those in the word art condition reported the lowest levels (M = 0.82, SD = 0.86). Responses to measures of enjoyment and helpfulness followed normal distributions, with approximately 60% finding the assignments at least “somewhat” enjoyable, and approximately 78% finding the tutoring system at least “somewhat” helpful.

5. DISCUSSION

Within the current study, the addition of motivational messaging to the ASSISTments tutor did not significantly affect the likelihood of student persistence or mastery speed. Further, there was little evidence that the motivational messages had the intended effect on mindset within the full sample. Trends suggested that those in messaging conditions experienced a slight increase in persistence and a decrease in mastery speed in comparison to those in the control condition. However, students in the messaging conditions also exhibited consistently lower levels for measures of mindset, enjoyment of the assignment, and perception of system helpfulness. A larger student population would be required to discern a truly significant effect within these trends.

Interestingly, struggling students appeared to benefit from the presence of messages, showing an increase in persistence, a decrease in mastery speed, and slightly increased measures of the growth mindset. It can be argued that struggling students, or those facing a challenge, are most in need of motivational interventions, and that they are more likely to respond to messaging, regardless of condition. Motivational messages produced distinctly higher adoption of the growth mindset in struggling students who experienced the static image with audio condition. Thus when designing motivational content for struggling students, current findings promote the addition of audio as an alternative processing channel to assist students. Researchers were not able to pinpoint an optimal processing channel for the delivery of growth mindset messages when targeting the general population.

One participating teacher requested that her students use a feature within the tutoring system to comment on their experience while completing their assignment. Feedback was predominantly negative, with students citing the messages as distracting or confusing. One student specifically questioned why the animated learning companion simply repeated messages rather than helping to solve the problems. This suggests that students are familiar with systems that utilize pedagogical agents, and that they have developed expectations for characters that are associated with learning. This echoes the argument set forth by Kapoor, et al. [9] regarding the necessity for tutors to provide appropriate cognitive and affective responses, and aids in the design of tutoring systems hoping to incorporate learning companions.

This study had a variety of limitations. The ASSISTments math content chosen due to popular usage lead to a high percentage of ceiling effects within the sample. Teachers assigned multiple problem sets to their students, often as review. Thus, many students easily mastered the content intended for lower grades and thereby skewed rates of persistence and mastery speed. Further, the null effects found in the full sample raise important questions regarding the generalizability of mindset interventions outside of struggling student populations. Within the context of an adaptive mathematics tutor, students who appear to be at ceiling in math content may not require motivational messaging, and it may become detrimental to the learning process.

We also note that approximately 18.8% of students reported having technical difficulties and were removed prior to analysis. The incompatibility of simple HTML files serves as a reminder that many classrooms struggle to maintain up-to-date technological resources. Students are often required to share computers or iPads that come equipped with outdated software and generally slow internet connections. Future research should incorporate allowance for these issues within the experimental design, as incompatibilities may lead to selection bias.
It is also difficult to justify whether or not students consistently attended to the motivational messages. As students were simply presented the messages and were not asked to respond in any manner, the levels of message internalization may be broad. We also note that the duration of the intervention may have been too short to observe reliable differences among messaging conditions. In much of her work, Dweck has provided longer interventions upfront, coupled with ‘reminders’ such as the messages used in the current study [7]. Further, her studies often run longitudinally across the course of a school year or more. Still, regardless of condition, the majority of students in our sample exhibited the growth mindset. Future research should include a pretest mindset survey to determine if these results can be credited solely to the motivational messages provided throughout the learning experience.

Finally, it should be noted that researchers relied on the tutoring system to perform random assignment. While prior research has suggested that this practice is sound, assignment for this study appears to have favored the static image with audio condition. Future research using ASSISTments should take this bias into consideration.

Future iterations of this study should focus on struggling students, or those undertaking challenging academic tasks. It seems as though students were not reaping the benefits of the "persona effect" found in prior research [1], due to a lack of bonding with the agent. A truly adaptive agent, one consistently present and building rapport, may be more effective in message delivery. Rather than repeating the same select set of general and incorrect attributions, struggling students may require motivational messages linked with the tutor content and their progress. Perhaps just as a pedagogical agent, these messages must be fine-tuned to a student’s cognitive and affective states. Alternative message delivery methods, including video feedback with human tutors used as hints, scaffolding, and misconception messages, should also be considered in future research.
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ABSTRACT
For tutorial dialogue systems, classifying the dialogue act (such as questions, requests for feedback, and statements) of student natural language utterances is a central challenge. Recently, unsupervised machine learning approaches are showing great promise; however, these models still have much room for improvement in terms of accuracy. To address this challenge, this paper presents a new unsupervised dialogue act modeling approach that leverages non-cognitive factors of gender and self-efficacy to better model students’ utterances during tutorial dialogue. The experimental findings show that for females, leveraging learner characteristics within dialogue act classification significantly improves performance of the models, producing better accuracy. This line of investigation will inform the design of next-generation tutorial dialogue systems, which leverage machine-learned models to adapt to their users with the help of non-cognitive factors.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Tutorial dialogue is a highly effective form of instruction, and much of its benefit is thought to be gained from the rich natural language dialogue exchanged between tutor and student [7, 17, 36]. In order to model tutorial dialogue for the purposes of building tutorial systems or for studying human tutoring, dialogue acts, which capture both cognitive and non-cognitive aspects of dialogue utterances, provide a valuable level of representation. Dialogue acts represent the underlying intention of utterances (for example, to ask a question, agree or disagree, or to give a command) [3, 32]. Within the computational linguistics and dialogue systems literature, automatically classifying dialogue acts has been a focus of research for several decades [6, 14, 35]. For tutorial dialogue systems, dialogue act classification is crucial to understanding students’ utterances and developing tutorial strategies [8, 24].

Today’s tutorial dialogue systems utilize a variety of dialogue act classification strategies, some rule-based and some statistical [13]. Historically when machine learning has been used to devise tutorial dialogue classifiers, these have been supervised classifiers, which require training on a manually labeled corpus. The same is true within the broader dialogue systems research community: dialogue act classifiers have historically either been handcrafted and rule-based, or learned with supervised machine learning techniques [11, 14, 22, 29]. However, supervised techniques face substantial limitations in that they are labor-intensive due to the manual annotation and handcrafted dialogue act taxonomies that are usually domain-specific. To overcome these challenges, unsupervised dialogue act modeling techniques including hidden Markov models [20, 21, 30], Dirichlet Process clustering [12, 23], k-means clustering [31], and query-likelihood clustering [15] have been investigated in recent years.

Despite this growing focus on developing unsupervised dialogue act classifiers, these models still underperform compared to supervised approaches in their accuracy for classifying according to manual tags. However, while unsupervised models to date have considered such things as lexical features (the words found in the utterance) and syntactic features (the structure of the sentence), they have not considered non-cognitive factors, such as gender and self-efficacy, which are believed to influence the structure of tutorial dialogue [10]. Cognitive factors such as skill mastery has been widely studied in learning environments. However, there is a smaller body of work on adaptive learning environments using non-cognitive factors. A variety of learner characteristics, including non-cognitive factors, play an influential role in learning, not only in tutoring but in classroom settings [1], and in web-based courses [19]. Prior work on learner characteristics has focused on building adaptive systems based on different user groups [16], tutorial feedback selection [9] and identifying students that need remedial support [27]. Identifying clusters of student characteristics is also an active area of research [4, 25–27].

This paper investigates whether the performance of an unsupervised dialogue act classifier can be improved by taking these factors into account. Because non-cognitive factors are shown to affect language, we believe that training dialogue act classifiers tailored to specific learner characteristics can help tutor dialogue systems to understand students better. We utilize two learner characteristics: gender, as self-reported by students on a survey and domain-specific self-efficacy, as measured by a validated instrument for determining a student’s confidence in her own abilities. Specifically, we train unsupervised dialogue act models that are tailored to students of specific gender and self-efficacy level, and we compare those models to corresponding ones trained without restricting by that learner characteristic. This unsupervised training is conducted entirely without the use of manual tags. We then test all of the models on held-out test sets within leave-one-student-out cross validation, and compare the resulting classification accuracy according to their previously applied manual tags. The results show that for female students, utilizing learner characteristics statistically significantly improves dialogue act classification models. For self-efficacy groups, improvement is observed but not at a statistically reliable level. This paper constitutes the first research toward incorporating non-cognitive factors into unsupervised dialogue act classifiers for
tutorial dialogue with the overarching goal of providing personalized learning for students. We first administered a survey to collect these characteristics via self-report, and then learned a dialogue act classifier tailored to those characteristics. These results can inform the way that next-generation tutorial dialogue systems conduct their real-time dialogue act classification and language adaptation.

2. RELATED WORK

Dialogue act modeling is an important level of representation within dialogue systems. Following theories proposed several decades ago within philosophy and linguistics [3, 32], dialogue act classification aims to capture the intention of an utterance; for example, in tutoring some dialogue acts involve asking questions or giving or requesting feedback. While a long-standing line of investigation has focused on handcrafted or supervised machine learning techniques for dialogue act classification [11, 14, 22, 29], only recently is a body of work emerging on unsupervised approaches to this problem. Most of this work has been done outside of educational domains, with a proposed hidden Markov model in the domains of Twitter posts [30] and emails [21], Dirichlet Process Mixture Models for a train fare dialogue domain [12] and for navigating buildings [23], and a Chinese Restaurant Process approach for spoken Japanese [20].

Another important difference between the current work and prior research is in the features used, namely the non-cognitive characteristics of gender and self-efficacy. Prior work has used a variety of features for performing supervised dialogue act classification, including prosodic and acoustic features which involve the profile of the sound signal itself [35], lexical features such as words and sequences of words [34], syntactic features including part-of-speech tags [6, 24], dialogue structure features such as taking the initiative and the previous dialogue act [33] as well as task/subtask features in tutorial dialogue [8, 18]. Within unsupervised dialogue act classification a subset of these features have also been used such as words [12], state transition probabilities in Markov models [23], topic words [30], function words [15], a smaller subset of words containing beginning portions of utterances [31], part-of-speech tags and dependency trees [21]. While a variety of experiments have demonstrated the utility of these features in several domains, no prior work has reported on an attempt to include the factors considered here, in order to improve the performance of an unsupervised dialogue act classifier. To investigate this, we build dialogue act classifiers that learn from utterances of specific learner groups and predict dialogue acts of students according to their learner characteristics.

3. CORPUS

The corpus used in this study consists of student-tutor interactions in an introductory computer science programming task [18]. Throughout the data collection, freshman engineering students and tutors communicated through a textual dialogue-based learning environment while working on Java programming. The ethnicity of students participated in this study is distributed as follows: 26 white, 9 Asian, 3 Latino, 2 African American, 1 Middle Eastern and 1 Asian American. An excerpt from the corpus is shown in Table 1.

Students were given a pre-survey that included survey items on computer science self-efficacy, such as ‘I am sure I can learn programming’. This self-efficacy scale was adapted directly from the Domain-specific Self-Efficacy Scale [5], with five items measured on a Likert scale from 1-5 (1 being lowest self-efficacy, 5 being highest). Students also completed a demographic questionnaire from which gender was obtained. For self-efficacy, students were divided into classes based on the median score across all students on that scale. Along with gender, this produces two partitions of the 42 students: females (12) and males (30), low (24) and high self-efficacy students (18).

Table 1: Excerpt of dialogue with a male student in the low self-efficacy group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Utterance</th>
<th>Dialogue Act</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tutor</td>
<td>You'll need to end every Java statement with a semi colon</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>Got it!</td>
<td>ACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tutor</td>
<td>This is to let Java know where each statement ends</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tutor</td>
<td>Ah no prompt!</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tutor</td>
<td>Why do you think that is?</td>
<td>Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>I wish I knew...</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tutor</td>
<td>I don't think I spelled anything wrong</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tutor</td>
<td>Ah it's actually pretty easy</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tutor</td>
<td>The order of the lines matters</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The corpus containing 1640 student utterances was manually annotated with dialogue act tags in previous work [18] (Table 2). These dialogue act tags are not available during model training, but we use them for evaluation purposes to calculate accuracy on a held-out testing set.

Table 2: Student dialogue acts and distributions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Dialogue Act</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A (answer)</td>
<td>yeah I'm ready!</td>
<td>39.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACK (acknowledgement)</td>
<td>Alright</td>
<td>21.31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S (statement)</td>
<td>i am taking basic fortran right now never seen literal before</td>
<td>21.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q (question)</td>
<td>what does that mean?</td>
<td>15.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF (request feedback)</td>
<td>better?</td>
<td>0.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (clarification)</td>
<td>*html messing</td>
<td>0.79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O (other)</td>
<td>haha</td>
<td>0.61%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. DIALOGUE ACT MODELING BASED ON LEARNER CHARACTERISTICS

We hypothesize that dialogue act models built using unsupervised machine learning will perform substantially better when customized to specific learner groups. Specifically, we investigate whether by training a model only on students of a particular learner characteristic, that model would perform significantly better at predicting the dialogue acts of unseen students with the same learner characteristic compared to a model that was trained on students of all learner characteristics.

We note that because the same corpus is being partitioned in two different ways, the same student will occur in one of the gender groups and in one of the self-efficacy groups. This choice to partition in 2-way splits rather than 2n-way splits where n is the number of learner characteristics is because of issues that arise with sparsity. This interdependence between partitions is a limitation to note; however, as discussed in Section 5, this...
interdependence can be taken into account for making decisions within a tutorial dialogue system by employing a suite of classifiers within a voting scheme.

4.1 Experimental Design
For gender and self-efficacy, we will test whether an unsupervised dialogue act classifier trained only on students with that characteristic outperforms a classifier that is not specialized by this characteristic. In order to gather accuracy data across these characteristics, we conduct leave-one-student-out training and testing folds. The testing set for each of the $n$ folds (where $n$ varies depending on which learner group is being considered) consists of all of a single student’s dialogue utterances and the model is trained on the remaining $n-1$ students. The average number of utterances per student in the corpus is $36.8$ ($\sigma = 12.07$; min = 16; max = 64). These are therefore the average, minimum, and maximum number of utterances across the leave-one-student-out test sets.

We compute the average test set performance of the model across all folds for each non-cognitive characteristic partition. The performance metric utilized in this study is accuracy compared to the manually labeled dialogue acts described in the previous section, where accuracy is computed as the number of utterances in the test set that were classified according to their manual label, divided by the number of utterances total in the test set. As described in 4.2, the process of labeling via unsupervised classification involves taking the majority vote within each cluster.

For constructing the folds, we take an approach to balance the sample size available to model training. This balancing approach is needed to ensure that each model is trained on a similar size of data. Consider, for example, the partition of gender. Without a balanced sampling approach the leave-one-student-out testing folds for the un-specialized classifier for female students would include $n_{female} = 12$ test folds but the available data for each training fold would be $n_{female}^{-1} = 41$. In contrast, the specialized classifier trained only on female students would still include $n_{female} = 12$ test points but the available data for each training fold would be $n_{female}^{-1} = 11$. Therefore, each un-specialized classifier was trained on a randomly selected subset of the corpus. In the case of females, each of the 12 testing folds will utilize a model trained on 11 data points. The specialized classifier will use 11 female data points, and the un-specialized classifier will use 11 randomly selected data points. In this way, we investigate how well a model predicts dialogue acts of a student with and without utilizing learner characteristic information.

4.2 Unsupervised Dialogue Act Models
Our unsupervised dialogue act classification approach leverages the $k$-medoids clustering technique [28]. This approach groups similar utterances together, and is similar to the more familiar $k$-means algorithm except that in $k$-medoids, the centroid of each cluster must be an actual data point within the corpus rather than a potentially artificial data point computed as the mean of distances. Our experiments with $k$-medoids have demonstrated that it outperforms a variety of other unsupervised machine learning approaches for the task of dialogue act classification in tutorial dialogue, although the results of such experiments are beyond the scope of this paper since our goal is to investigate the differential benefit of adding learner characteristic features to the model, not to compare different unsupervised approaches.

The $k$-medoids algorithm requires seeding clusters at the beginning of each training fold and then proceeds by distributing data points to clusters according to their closest centroids until convergence upon the model. In the standard $k$-medoids algorithm, the seeds are randomly selected. However, we employ a greedy seed selection approach intended to mitigate the effects of the unbalanced distribution of dialogue acts in the corpus [2]. Within this greedy seed selection, an initial seed is randomly selected and then each of the subsequent seeds are selected by choosing the point that maximizes its distance from the already-selected seeds. The goal in using this approach is to select the seeds from diverse utterances so the algorithm produces better clusters, and our initial experiments indicated that it substantially improves the model.

In addition to its seeding approach, the $k$-medoids approach requires the number of clusters $k$ to be set prior to model training. To discover the number of clusters, we experimented with $X$-Means and Expectation Maximization clustering, both of which attempt to identify the optimal number of clusters. Both of these algorithms converged at four clusters as the optimal choice, so we proceed with $k = 4$. However, perhaps in part due to the benefit of the greedy seed selection made possible by $k$-medoids, these models performed with substantially worse overall accuracy than $k$-medoids.

The utterances were represented as vectors with each column matching a token (punctuation and words) in the corpus and each row matching an utterance. There were a total of 877 distinct tokens.

With these parameters in place, first the clusters were formed using each training set, and then for each utterance of the student held out within the leave-one-student-out fold, we computed the closest cluster to that utterance as indicated by average cosine distance to each point in the cluster. The closest cluster was selected as the cluster to which the test utterance belongs, and the majority vote of the cluster was assigned to the test utterance as its dialogue act label. For each leave-one-student-out testing fold, the accuracy was computed by comparing these cluster-assigned labels to the manual dialogue act tags.

4.3 Experimental Results
This section presents experimental results for unsupervised dialogue act classification based on learner characteristics. We compare each model built separately by gender and self-efficacy level to the models that are built using utterances from randomly selected students, i.e. not utilizing learner characteristic information. Each comparison in this section is conducted with a one-tailed $t$-test with a post-hoc Bonferroni correction. The threshold for statistical reliability after the correction has been taken as $p_{Bonf} < 0.05$.

Gender. As shown in Figure 1, the average leave-one-student-out cross-validation accuracy for the model built using female students’ utterances ($n_{female} = 12$) is higher than the model built on randomly selected students. In each test run, all of one female’s utterances were left out to be used as the test set, and the dialogue act model was built on the remaining eleven female students’ utterances. This process was repeated for each female student. Note that for each of the eleven students, all utterances from that student were considered. Average test set accuracy for the model with randomly selected students was 0.41 ($\sigma = 0.2$), whereas the average test set accuracy for the dialogue act classification model that was built utilizing female students’ utterances only was 0.56 ($\sigma = 0.19$). After a Bonferroni correction this difference was statistically significant ($p_{Bonf} < 0.05$).
For male students ($n_{male}=30$), the average accuracy is only slightly higher with the models tailored to males 0.43 ($\sigma=0.13$) than the models learned for randomly selected students 0.40 ($\sigma=0.12$), and this difference is not statistically significant (Figure 1). Looking more closely at the results, we find that for eight of the thirty males within the corpus, a tailored model outperformed the random model (with five of these seeing more than 10% increase in accuracy), while twenty-two of the cases saw no difference in accuracy between the random and tailored conditions. Two of the males saw a decrease in accuracy for the tailored condition.

![Figure 1: Leave-one-student-out test set accuracies for models by gender](image)

**Self-efficacy.** Models built using the self-efficacy learner characteristic predict the unseen utterances' dialogue acts marginally more successfully than models that do not use this information, though these differences are not statistically reliable. For students with low self-efficacy ($n_{lowEff}=24$) the average test set accuracy for dialogue act models that selected students randomly is 0.38 ($\sigma=0.16$) and it increases to 0.43 ($\sigma=0.17$) with dialogue act models that learn only from low-self-efficacy students' utterances (Figure 2). In fifteen out of twenty-four cases the dialogue act models tailored to low self-efficacy groups outperform models that are trained on randomly selected students (eight of the cases with more than a 10% increase), while in seven of the cases the performance is decreased by utilizing the learner characteristic (five of them by more than a 5%) and in two of the cases the accuracy remains the same.

The improvement obtained by utilizing learner characteristics in dialogue act classification task is also marginal for high-self-efficacy students, where $n_{highEff}=18$. The average performance for the random model is 0.41 ($\sigma=0.14$) whereas the model achieves 0.47 ($\sigma=0.11$) accuracy when trained only on utterances of high-self-efficacy students. This improvement was statistically significant before Bonferroni correction but not afterward. In seven out of eighteen cases, models trained on utterances of high self-efficacy students improved test set accuracy (five of them above 15% improvement) and in two of the cases the learner characteristic decreases the performance (both of them below 5% decrease). Nine of the cases remained unaffected in their dialogue act classification accuracy.

The average accuracies over the leave-one-student-out cross-validation folds can be found in Table 3. Models tailored to learner groups uniformly outperform their counterpart, and the improvement is statistically significant for females.

![Figure 2: Leave-one-student-out test set accuracies for models by self-efficacy](image)

**Table 3: Average test set accuracies for each learner characteristic (**$p<0.05$ after Bonferroni correction)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learner characteristic group</th>
<th>Model restricted by learner characteristic</th>
<th>Model built on randomly selected students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>0.56**</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low self-efficacy</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High self-efficacy</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. DISCUSSION

Dialogue act classification is a central task for tutorial dialogue systems. Without accurate dialogue act classification, systems cannot adapt and respond appropriately. Unsupervised machine learning approaches to dialogue act classification are a highly promising new area of study, and we have presented the first unsupervised dialogue act classifier tailored to learner characteristics. The experimental results demonstrated that dialogue act classifiers that leverage the non-cognitive factors of gender and self-efficacy outperform those that do not, and in the case of female students the improvement was statistically significant. This section presents some examples of the learned dialogue act clusters and discusses the implications of this work for tutorial dialogue systems.

First, we examine clusters from the gender-tailored unsupervised dialogue act classifier. Table 4 displays a selection of utterances that were clustered together during the unsupervised training of the model, and afterward the clusters were labeled for testing purposes using the manual tags that comprise the majority of each cluster. For those in Table 4 the clusters were labeled as Acknowledgments and Questions. By examining the structure of these clusters we gain some intuition as to the types of regularities that help the tailored models to perform significantly better. We see females in this study tended to use acknowledgment phrases such as, “oh I see” and “makes sense,” while males tended to use the phrasing, “got it” more frequently. Within the cluster labeled as questions, we observe that females tended to request more feedback, an observation that also emerged in prior work within a different corpus in the same domain collected approximately six years earlier [10]. On the other hand, male students tended to ask more general questions.

In addition, we observe some example clusters from the models based on self-efficacy in Table 5. Students with high self-efficacy tend to use more confident utterances such as “absolutely” compared to “ok” used by low-self-efficacy students. We note that questions in the low self-efficacy group often make an implicit
request for reassurance within their task-based questions, such as, “and that is it?”. In contrast, students in the high self-efficacy group more often ask contentful questions.

Table 4: Selected utterances from clusters tailored to gender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acknowledgments</th>
<th>Females</th>
<th>Males</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- oh i see</td>
<td>- got it</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- make sense</td>
<td>- ok i got it</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- yup</td>
<td>- alright i got it</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- aha!</td>
<td>- gotcha alright</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-hahaha its ok</td>
<td>- cool</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- sure thing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-is this right?</td>
<td>-so will testing always be related to running the program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-does that work?</td>
<td>-so it is kinda like saying x number or something in algebra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-should i run it?</td>
<td>-why does not it stop on the next line in this case</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-was i supposed to put that before something?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-so for line number could i have typed system out println monopoly instead of println x if i wanted to?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Selected utterances from clusters tailored to self-efficacy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acknowledgments</th>
<th>Low Self-Efficacy</th>
<th>High Self-Efficacy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- ok</td>
<td>-cool!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- yes there were a lot of things i felt like i had to switch around</td>
<td>-oh ok that works</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- that makes sense now</td>
<td>- yep got that</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- absolutely</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-so what exactly am i supposed to be doing?</td>
<td>-what is the best way to do that?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- is there something specific i need to call my game</td>
<td>-ok so tell me if this makes sense string declares the variable and then line number tells me what that variable is value is?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- i finished reading should i click compile again?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-and that is it?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Limitations. The present work has several notable limitations. First, as mentioned previously, the partitions of the corpus are not independent; that is, the same student, and associated utterances, are present within one gender group and one self-efficacy group. Because these partitions are not independent, care must be taken when interpreting the findings. Furthermore, it is possible that the self-efficacy of students can change in the course of tutoring, which would not be handled by a classifier built using a one-time self-report. However, we believe that the current approach holds great promise for real-time tutorial dialogue classification. By building separate classifiers by learner characteristic, a suite of classifiers (each smaller and faster than one built on the entire corpus) can be run in parallel and can vote for the classification of a given students’ utterance. However, as is the case with the work presented here, splitting the corpus results in a substantially reduced sample size on which to train, which partially explains the lack of statistically reliable results observed here. Our work has begun to explore the use of intrinsic metrics for accuracy (rather than relying on manual tags), which has the potential to dramatically increase the available data to any dialogue act classifier and mitigate issues of sparsity that arise when splitting by learner characteristics.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

More accurately understanding student natural language within intelligent tutoring systems is a critical line of investigation for tutorial dialogue systems researchers. The field has only begun to explore unsupervised approaches and to investigate the range of features that are beneficial within this paradigm. We have presented a first attempt to leverage non-cognitive factors within such a dialogue act classification model, achieving statistically significant improvements in dialogue act modeling for female students, and increasing the models’ performance by small margins for the self-efficacy groups.

Building upon these first steps, there are several promising future directions. First, while sample size prohibited exploring some other learner characteristics here, other characteristics are likely highly influential and should be investigated. These may include ethnicity, personality, and other non-cognitive factors. Additionally, while the current work focused on analyzing dialogue, another aspect of the tutorial interaction that presents challenges in understanding is the task model. Models that aim to understand students’ problem-solving activities and infer their goals or plans may benefit substantially from leveraging learner characteristics. It is hoped that the research community can continue to build richer models of natural language understanding for students of all learner characteristics in order to improve the student experience and enhance learning by adaptation.
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ABSTRACT
University professors of conventional offline classes are often experts in their research fields, but have little training on educational sciences. Current educational data mining techniques offer little support to them. In this paper we propose a novel algorithm, Analyzing Curriculum Decisions (ACID), that leverages collective intelligence to model student opinions to help instructors of traditional classes. ACID mines publicly available educational websites, such as student ratings of professors and course information, and learns student opinions within a statistical framework. We demonstrate ACID to discover patterns in learner feedback and factors that affect Computer Science instruction. Specifically, we investigate the choice of a programming language for introductory courses, the grading criteria and the posting of a publicly available online syllabus.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There are thousands of undergraduates in computer science programs throughout the US, roughly 24% of whom will switch majors to non-computing fields [7]. An essential component of retaining students is the quality of instruction that students receive in introductory courses [7]. While clear instruction and good pedagogy are widely acknowledged as fundamental to retention, supports for instructors to improve their educational practice are often based on old data; the languages used in computer science courses quickly evolve and old surveys are not useful. In this paper, we develop a data mining technique that will help provide insight into learner feedback which can be translated into changes that affect course quality. In general, our approach is similar to large scale surveys that attempt to be representative of student populations. The benefits of our approach are that it is rapid and inexpensive due to its use of publicly available information on the Web.

The field of educational data mining has been cultivating a strong interest in creating technologies to mine data collected from sophisticated online systems such as intelligent tutoring systems, virtual learning environments, and recently from Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC). The merits of these complex online systems have been demonstrated empirically [2, 8] with controlled studies. MOOCs are a powerful resource that allow educators to study student behavior and social learning in a controlled environment, however the scope of the impact of such technologies is limited. For example, a recent survey of active MOOC users in 200 countries and territories revealed that an overwhelmingly majority of students on these courses correspond to the most educated elite of their respective countries [3]. It is clear that improving basic education worldwide is necessary before MOOCs can deliver their promise. Moreover, because most education still happens offline, it is important to provide educational technologies that can utilize the power of internet to understand student behavior and to deliver these technologies to traditional offline classes. It is not clear how existing educational data mining technologies can help bridge this divide.

We discuss the Analyzing Curriculum Decisions (ACID) [11] methodology, which has been presented and applied briefly. In this paper we elaborate on both our methodology and statistical model and expand upon our results. ACID is an algorithm that leverages collective intelligence within a statistical framework. ACID supports the decisions of instructors of traditional offline courses by extracting from the web teaching syllabi data, and using crowd-sourcing to pair it up with students' course ratings, comments and sentiment to analyze the relationship between the two.

This paper reports a case study of using the ACID methodology to explore three questions that instructors of computer science courses face when designing their courses. In addition we discuss ACID's heuristic value within a larger educational framework. We address the following questions:

1. What course activities and grading rubric correlate with clear instruction? The question of how to design a grading rubric and weight course activities determines what students focus on within a course. It is important for instructors to optimize course activities and grading criteria with respect to the student experience.
Algorithm 1 ACID pseucode

$n$ universities to analyze, $z$ reviews to analyze

procedure ACID

while $|R| < z$ do

$s ←$ sample of $n$ universities

$s ←$ Remove non-English speaking universities

$R ←$ Search_The_Web_For_Reviews($s$)

$R ←$ ratings rated by more than $\epsilon$ students

$Q ←$ CrowdSource_Questionnaire($R$)

Analyze_Data($Q$)

end

2. For introductory classes, which programming language(s) correlate with clear instruction? Academics and industry professionals disagree as to the programming language that is best suited for beginners [16]. For example, some argue that introductory courses should use interpreted languages that allow for a faster understanding of the applications of programming rather than compiled languages that rely heavily on language-specific syntax. Others believe that developing skill with compiled languages is necessary for future work in computer science. The choice of a first programming language likely affects students’ decision to continue education within the field of computer science.

3. Are students more interested in courses with publicly available online syllabi? The choice to make a syllabus publicly available adds to information available to prospective students on the Web. We hypothesize that the posting of an online syllabus can be used as a proxy for factors including instructor organization and motivation, and that students will both be more interested in and prefer these courses.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. § 2 explains the ACID methodology; § 3 describes three case studies of evaluating teaching decisions using ACID; § 4 relates to prior work; § 5 concludes.

2. ANALYZING CURRICULUM DECISIONS

Pseudocode for the ACID methodology is presented in Algorithm 1. For a given number of reviews, we sample $n$ universities, remove the non-English speaking universities, scrape and parse the relevant reviews from a ratings website and retain ratings rated by more than a given number of students. We then extract information from these courses using crowd-sourcing, and analyze the data. We describe the process in detail below.

To evaluate the relative impact of different course features, we mine the web for data that reflect:

- **Curriculum decisions** University professors often upload information about their classes. This information is targeted towards prospective or enrolled students. This information includes syllabi with detailed descriptions of course material such as textbooks, projects, home-works and exams. We make use of this data to infer teaching strategies.

- **Student perceptions of the course.** We make use of self-selected student evaluations collected from a third-party website. The validity and usefulness of self-selected online rating systems, have been assessed in the literature [1, 12]. For example, evidence suggests that online ratings do not lead to substantially more biased ratings than those done in a traditional classroom setting [1] and that online ratings are a proxy to measure student learning [12]; student learning can often be modeled as a latent variable that causes patterns of observed faculty ratings. Researchers hypothesize a non-linear or concave relationship between student learning and the perceived difficulty level of a course [12]; students learn most when a course is not too difficult or too easy. Our work relies on self-selected ratings as a metric to study learner opinion.

We use publicly available self-selected ratings of professors from a third-party website, *Rate My Professor* (RMP). This site allows students to rate the professors of the courses they have taken. The database contains data from over 13 million ratings for 1.5 million professors. They collect ratings on a 1—5 scale (being 1 the lowest possible score, and 5 the highest) under the categories of “easiness”, “helpfulness” and “clarity.” Additionally students may fill out an “interest” field in which they indicate how appealing the class was before enrolling, and a 450 character summary of their class experience. We focus on perceived clarity because of the direct link between clarity and quality of instruction.

For the purposes of this paper, we focus on Computer Science courses due to our familiarity with the content. Since we do not have access to the ratings database, we develop a process to sample data from the website. For this, we first select a random sample of 50 international universities that teach Computer Science from the Academic Ranking of

![Figure 1: Two Examples from the Ratings Sample](image-url)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>GRADE</th>
<th>GENDER</th>
<th>COURANT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12/21</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Very friendly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/12</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Very satisfactory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Statistics for the Ratings Sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Easiness</th>
<th>Helpfulness</th>
<th>Clarity</th>
<th>Interest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>3.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Dev.</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
World Universities\textsuperscript{2} [14]. From this sample we only consider the 41 universities are English speaking.

We find, scrape and parse the reviews of the ratings data-set for all professors within the computer science departments of the universities in our sample. We remove the ratings from faculty that were rated by fewer than 30 students. More than one professor can teach the same course. For our analysis, we describe one course listing taught by two different professors as two separate courses. Table 1 shows the mean, standard deviation and median of the ratings in our sample. Figure 1 shows two sample ratings for one professor from our sample. The professor name and course names are removed for privacy.

We use Amazon Mechanical Turk, a crowdsourcing platform, to find course features for each of the courses in our ratings sample. We do this by asking respondents to fill out a survey. The survey requests to provide the URL for the online syllabus that corresponds to the course and professor from which we have ratings that is closest to the date of the student review online. Then, using the syllabus, respondents are asked to to provide the programming language(s) used, the textbook(s) used, and the percentage of the grade that was determined by homework, projects, quizzes, exams and whether the course was taught online or in a blended format (both face-to-face and online). However, when we reviewed the responses to the blended format question, it appeared that most syllabi did not provide enough information by which to make an accurate response.

From our original sample of 1,112 courses taught by a unique professor, respondents find an online syllabus matching the professor for 342 courses (∼31%). We hypothesize three explanations for the missing syllabi: (i) the syllabi may be accessed only with a password through a course management system, such as blackboard, (ii) the syllabi may not be available only, or (iii) the respondents are not able to find the syllabi.

3. DATA ANALYSIS: WHAT MAKES A BETTER CLASS?

We report our results of applying the ACID methodology to evaluate teaching decisions. In §3.1 we assess the quality of the data collected by the crowd sourcing platform. In §3.2 we discuss the statistical model we use. In §3.3 we report the results of using ACID.

3.1 Data Quality

We now report the how we attempt to collect high-quality data through the use of crowd-sourcing and how we assess the quality of our data.

Mechanical Turk provides a “master” qualification level to respondents that are more reliable. Masters-level respondents require higher compensation for crowd-sourcing tasks than non-masters level respondents although their “acceptance rate,” or proportion of approved tasks is much higher. We ran a preliminary experiment, to decide whether respondents on master level qualification provide better quality data for our purposes. We ask respondents to find the syllabus corresponding to a random sample of 30 courses and to answer a set of questions. Table 2 shows the accuracy and interrater agreement of Masters and non-Masters level respondents.

In the pretest we used a screening question to evaluate the accuracy of respondents’ data on each task. We asked respondents to find the URL of the website of a randomly selected faculty member at Carnegie Mellon University from a set of 8, from which we knew the answer. We compared the URL they provided with the correct URL to assess accuracy. Of the 13 responses of non-masters workers that did not provide an exact URL match, five responses left the validation question blank. We found that respondents with master level qualification were significantly more accurate (i.e. answered the validation item correctly) than the non-Masters level respondents (p-value = 0.0002).

Additionally, we tested interrater agreement by asking 3 respondents to carry out the same task, i.e. finding the same URL (for a total of 3x30 or 90 tasks). We used a dummy variable to code whether the three respondents provided the same URL for the course syllabus. Our measure of agreement is calculated by taking the proportion of total responses in which all three respondents provide the same URL. Masters-level respondents agreed (i.e. all three provided the same URL) 100% of the time, whereas the non-Masters level respondents performed much worse – only 6% agreed. As a result of these comparisons, we decided to hire only Masters-level respondents to complete the crowdsourcing experiment.

After collecting the data using Masters level respondents, we performed a post-hoc analysis by examining the responses to the screening question. From the final group of 342 responses that provided a link to an online syllabus, 325 responses (95.03%) provided the correct URL for the faculty website. It should be noted that 13 of the 17 responses that did not provide an exact URL match provided the website for a different faculty member from the set of 8, suggesting that they copied and pasted their previous response without checking to see that the prompt had changed for the new response. Two of the 17 responses provided a link to the directory website for the faculty member rather than the faculty member’s personal website. One response provided the correct faculty member’s website within the department of Statistics rather than the department of Computer Science (the faculty member is in both departments).

3.2 Model

We describe our general linear mixed model. We provide descriptive statistics and model selection criteria.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Respondent Validation}
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|c|}
\hline
 & Accuracy & Interrater Agreement \\
\hline
Masters & 100\% & 96.67\% \\
non-Masters & 85.56\% & 6.07\% \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{2}Academic Ranking of World Universities is also known as Shanghai Ranking shanghairanking.com
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We explore the relationship between student reviews and features collected from online syllabus data using general linear mixed modeling. Student reviews are organized at three levels: by university, professor and course. It is important to note the non-independence of the student reviews due to the hierarchical or clustered nature of the data. We suspect that student ratings within each course, professor and perhaps university are correlated. We begin by estimating the amount of variance attributed to each of these three levels. The simplest multilevel model does not yet include explanatory variables:

\[ y_{i,j} = \beta_0 + u_{0,j} + \epsilon_{i,j} \]  

(1)

The dependent variable \( y_{i,j} \) is the clarity rating that student \( i \) gave to level \( j \). The term \( \beta_0 \) represents the intercept or mean student clarity rating across all observations. The term \( u_{0,j} \) represents the mean clarity rating for level \( j \). The term \( \epsilon_{i,j} \) represents the error attributed to student rating \( i \) at level \( j \). For comparison we fit a null or single-level model:

\[ y_{i,j} = \beta_0 + \epsilon_{i,j} \]  

(2)

We calculate the percentage of variation in the data set that is separately attributed to each of the three levels of the data. Conventionally the variance partition coefficient (VPC) and intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) can be interpreted similarly to an R-squared term and are reported in Table 3.

\[ \rho = 1 - \frac{\sigma^2_u}{\sigma^2_u + \sigma^2_\epsilon} \]  

(3)

The VPC and ICC are denoted by \( \rho \), the residual variance is denoted by \( \sigma^2_\epsilon \) and the variance of the effect is denoted by \( \sigma^2_u \). The ICC is a statistic that is similar to the VPC. However, since the parameter values of the within and between level variance are estimated using sample data, there may be bias due to sampling variation, particularly when there are fewer observations within a given level. The ICC as described by Bartko [1] corrects for this bias by making a small computational adjustment.\(^3\) Observe that the ICC term appears to give slightly less weight to the course effect. It is clear from both statistics that the main effect is the professor effect.

We examine the professor level-residuals and their associated standard errors to look for variation in clarity ratings across professors. The caterpillar plot displays the professor residuals in rank order together with 95% confidence intervals. Wider intervals occur for professors with more student reviews. Observe that the majority of the intervals do not overlap and thus there are significant differences between professors. The blue circles on the far left represent professors who are rated two standard deviations below the mean clarity rating, whereas those on the far right are 1.5 standard deviations higher than the mean clarity rating. The red horizontal line refers to the "average" professor.

We calculate a Chi-squared likelihood ratio statistic by taking the difference between log likelihood values of two successive models. We begin by comparing the null model and the course level model to compare the significance of including the course effect. We continue by adding each of the additional effects. We do not report the values of the test statistic although all additional levels of complexity are statistically significant. We consider the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) and Akaike information criterion (AIC) as model selection tools to avoid over-fitting the data. The BIC and AIC penalize the log-likelihood of a model for the inclusion of extra parameters. The parameters are estimated using restricted maximum likelihood estimation (REML).

We choose the model with the minimum BIC. A two-level mixed model including course effect and professor effect provides the optimal Bayesian information criterion value. Two and three way interaction effects were considered although they did not decrease the AIC or BIC of any of the models. While the log likelihood value is maximized by including the university effect, a simpler model is preferable because it involves fewer parameter estimates and is more likely to generalize. The model can be written in matrix form:

\[ Y = X\beta + Z\nu + \epsilon \]  

(4)

\( Y \) denotes the response variable observations (student ratings). The matrix \( \beta \) represents a vector of fixed-effects parameters with a design matrix \( X \). \( Z \) is a design matrix of indicator variables denoting group membership across random-effect levels and \( \nu \) is a vector containing random-effect parameters. \( \epsilon \) is a vector of error terms.

### 3.3 Case Studies

We show the results of using the ACID methodology to answer three course design questions.

---

\(^3\)For a description of the computation of the ICC, see the documentation and source code for the R library lme.
3.3.1 For introductory classes, which programming language do students associate with clear instruction?

Professors teaching introductory level courses in computer science choose between a number of programming languages and textbooks. We make use of the data collected to provide insights into which programming languages beginning students associate with clear instruction. We filter the data to only include introductory level courses (one which does not require any prerequisite coursework in computer science). Our restricted sample includes 1,024 reviews; 34.58% of all reviews with syllabus data are of introductory courses. We explore the relationship between clarity ratings and programming language with random professor and course effects. Programming languages with less than 30 student reviews are not reported. Table 4 gives the estimates for student ratings of clarity by programming language and their associated p-values. An intercept is not modeled in order to make the results easily interpretable. The mean clarity rating for introductory courses is 3.599.

We found C and C++ had the lowest coefficients (i.e. compiled languages had the lowest perceived clarity ratings). Scheme and Scratch have the highest clarity ratings followed by Python and Java. We note that the standard errors are largest for Scheme and Scratch and smallest for Java and Python. This suggests that results for Java and Python are stronger. Students in our sample associate clearer instruction with interpreted languages rather than compiled languages. Also, both Python and Java are associated with clearer instruction than C or C++.

3.3.2 What mix of course activities – exams, quizzes, homework and projects – do students associate with clear instruction?

To assess students’ course ratings of clarity based on the percentage of the grade due to exams, quizzes, homework and projects, we created a factor made up of four clusters representing four ways of weighting homework, projects, exams, quizzes and miscellaneous (such as extra credit) for the students’ grade. We begin by sorting the data to only include observations in which the grading criteria (percentage of the grade determined by homework, projects, exams, quizzes and miscellaneous) is available and introductory courses. We explore the relationship between clarity ratings and programming language with random professor and course effects. Programming languages with less than 30 student reviews are not reported. Table 4 gives the estimates for student ratings of clarity by programming language and their associated p-values. An intercept is not modeled in order to make the results easily interpretable. The mean clarity rating for introductory courses is 3.599.

We found C and C++ had the lowest coefficients (i.e. compiled languages had the lowest perceived clarity ratings). Scheme and Scratch have the highest clarity ratings followed by Python and Java. We note that the standard errors are largest for Scheme and Scratch and smallest for Java and Python. This suggests that results for Java and Python are stronger. Students in our sample associate clearer instruction with interpreted languages rather than compiled languages. Also, both Python and Java are associated with clearer instruction than C or C++.

Table 4: Programming Language Statistics

| Language | Value | Std.Err | t-value | Pr<|t| | n |
|----------|-------|---------|---------|-----|-----|
| C        | 3.38  | 0.32    | 10.58   | 0.0000 | 109 |
| C++      | 3.30  | 0.31    | 10.65   | 0.0000 | 214 |
| Java     | 3.62  | 0.19    | 19.33   | 0.0000 | 353 |
| Python   | 3.70  | 0.26    | 14.50   | 0.0000 | 133 |
| Scheme   | 4.06  | 0.47    | 8.61    | 0.0000 | 32  |
| Scratch  | 3.91  | 0.84    | 4.67    | 0.0000 | 49  |

SQL is a special purpose programming language used only for relational databases and is not reported.

Figure 3: Information Criterion

Figure 4: Log Likelihood

Table 5: Cluster Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>HW</th>
<th>Projects</th>
<th>Exams</th>
<th>Quizzes</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clust1</td>
<td>18.11</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>76.66</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clust2</td>
<td>20.59</td>
<td>7.90</td>
<td>48.90</td>
<td>12.46</td>
<td>10.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clust3</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>40.18</td>
<td>46.23</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>3.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clust4</td>
<td>42.93</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>54.61</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Grading Criteria Statistics

| Criteria | Clarity | Std.Err | t-value | Pr<|t| | n |
|----------|---------|---------|---------|-----|-----|-----|
| Exam Heavy | 3.23    | 0.12    | 26.91   | 0   | 726 |
| Equal Mix  | 3.52    | 0.14    | 26.04   | 0   | 484 |
| Exam Proj  | 3.65    | 0.13    | 27.76   | 0   | 610 |
| Exam HW    | 3.12    | 0.13    | 23.53   | 0   | 415 |
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We use k-means clustering to partition the 2,225 observations with complete grading criteria information based on the five aforementioned variables. We optimize k, our number of clusters, by examining how the BIC and AIC of the mixture model change based on the number of clusters selected. Figure 3 displays the information criterion and Figure 4 displays the log-likelihood values for each number of clusters respectively. A solution involving two clusters minimizes the BIC of the model, whereas a four cluster solution minimizes the AIC. The log likelihood is optimized with the four cluster solution. We consider both two and four cluster models as optimal and we find that they lend themselves to similar interpretation. The cluster means for the four cluster solution are presented in Table 5.

The first cluster represents courses that are heavily weighted towards exams with a smaller weight towards homework. The second cluster represents a more even weighting of exams, homework, projects and quizzes. The third cluster represents an equal weighting towards exams and projects. The fourth cluster represents courses that are heavily weighted towards exams and homework. The cluster membership is treated as a predictor variable and modeled using equation 4. Table 6 displays the estimated clarity ratings within each group for the four cluster solution.

The exams and projects cluster has the highest estimate of clarity. We find that weighting projects equally with exams is associated with a clearer course experience. The equal mix cluster also is associated with higher clarity estimates. The exam heavy cluster and the exam and homework heavy clusters are associated with lower student clarity ratings. We find that a rubric that weights exams and projects evenly has higher perceived clarity ratings to a rubric which is weighted heavily towards exams and homework. This result extends to both two and four cluster solutions.

3.3.3 Does the posting of a syllabus online translate into higher ratings?

We hypothesize the posting of the syllabus online is a proxy for organization, perhaps motivation or drive of the professor. We make use of all of the data collected to compare student reviews of professors who have a publicly available syllabus and of those who do not. Many professors may choose to only post a syllabus through course management systems that require a password. Potential students of these courses are unable to access the syllabus to determine whether the course would be a good fit. We treat the posting of an online syllabus as a factor and test for differences in clarity ratings between the two groups using our model.

We find statistically significant differences between clarity, helpfulness and interest ratings and report the clarity estimates for the two groups in Table 7. We note that the difference in easiness ratings is not statistically significant. We find evidence that students are more interested in professors and courses in which the syllabus is made publicly available. We note that the parameter estimates for the two groups are within one standard error of one another which suggests that the conclusions are modest.

4. RELATION TO PRIOR WORK

Research has recently focused on online faculty ratings with mixed conclusions. Felton et al. [4] found that online instructor ratings were associated with perceived easiness, and that a “halo effect” existed in which raters gave high scores to instructors perhaps because their courses were easier. We find that student ratings of clarity and easiness are correlated (ρ=0.45) although not as strongly associated as clarity and helpfulness. We do find that student ratings of clarity and helpfulness are highly correlated (ρ=0.84). We chose to focus on clarity ratings as we assumed these were less susceptible to a “halo effect” and other bias relative to the overall ratings of a course or professor. Otto et al [13] found issues related to bias in online ratings stating that online ratings are characterized by selection bias as anyone can enter faculty ratings at any time. Carini et al [1], Hardy [5], McGhee and Lowell [6] had contradictory results finding that an online format did not lead to more biased ratings. Otto et al. [12] hypothesized that instructor clarity and helpfulness as captured by Rate My Professor are more positively associated with student learning than easiness.

Several approaches have been proposed to synthesize responses using crowd sourcing systems such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. Majority voting is perhaps the simplest way to combine crowd responses using equal weights irrespective of respondent experience. The results of our preliminary analysis in accessing the accuracy of non-Masters level respondents correspond to the steep drop in respondent accuracy noted by Karger [9] when low-quality respondents are present. Whitehill et al [15] proposed a probabilistic model for combining crowd responses called Generative model of Labels, Abilities and Difficulties (GLAD). The GLAD methodology makes use of the EM algorithm to calculate parameter estimates of unobserved variables including an approximation of the expertise of the rater. Khattak and Salleb-Aouissi compared the accuracy and percentage of bad responses using majority voting, probabilistic models, and their novel approach entitled Expert Label Injected Crowd Estimation (ELICE) [10]. ELICE makes use of a few “ground truth” responses and incorporates expertise of the labeler, difficulty of the instance and an aggregation of labels. Khattak and Salleb-Aouissi found that their approach was robust and outperformed GLAD and iterative methods even when bad labelers were present. Our simple approach was to use Masters level respondents from Mechanical Turk although GLAD and ELICE are alternative methods to reduce the number of expert level respondents required while also obtaining high quality data.

5. CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We demonstrate how the Analyzing Curriculum Decisions (ACID) methodology can be used to leverage collective intelligence and learn student preferences. In introductory
computer science courses, we find that students that are taught interpreted languages find their classes clearer. We also find that students who are given an even weighting of exams and projects find their classes clearer; and that interest in a course corresponds to the availability of an online syllabus. Our study does not necessarily suggest that teachers should change their programming language. Further research is needed before drawing causal inferences. We argue that ACID is a beneficial tool to discover patterns in student behavior. Syllabus data and course ratings data are becoming increasingly available on the Web. This data is used by millions of students and worthy of further research. This study can be expanded in several ways. Student evaluations often include free form text where students can describe their experience in the course. Sentiment analysis is a probabilistic approach for categorizing student comments as being either positive or negative. One extension is to regress text sentiment on course features. There is arguably a strong association between comment sentiment and student preference. Another way ACID can be applied is to disciplines other than computer science, or to discover patterns in syllabi across disciplines that can provide insight into learner experiences.
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APPENDIX A. SAMPLE OF UNIVERSITIES SELECTED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>n Professors</th>
<th>n Courses</th>
<th>n Reviews</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colorado State</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carnegie Mellon University</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina State</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania State</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutgers</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon Fraser</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUNY Stony Brook</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC Davis</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNC Chapel Hill</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Alberta</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Arizona</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Delaware</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Florida</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Illinois at Urbana</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Massachusetts</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Montreal</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Toronto</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Utah</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Virginia</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Waterloo</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanderbilt University</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Non-cognitive factors of learning as predictors of academic performance in tertiary education
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ABSTRACT
This paper reports on an application of classification and regression models to identify college students at risk of failing in first year of study. Data was gathered from three student cohorts in the academic years 2010 through 2012 (n=1207). Students were sampled from fourteen academic courses in five disciplines, and were diverse in their academic backgrounds and abilities. Metrics used included non-cognitive psychometric indicators that can be assessed in the early stages after enrolment, specifically factors of personality, motivation, self regulation and approaches to learning. Models were trained on students from the 2010 and 2011 cohorts, and tested on students from the 2012 cohort. It was found that classification models identifying students at risk of failing had good predictive accuracy (> 79%) on courses that had a significant proportion of high risk students (over 30%).
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1. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Learning is a latent variable, typically measured as academic performance in continuous assessment and end of term examinations [33]. Identifying predictors of academic performance has been the focus of research for many years [20, 34], and continues as an active research topic [6, 8], indicating the inherent difficulty in generating models of learning [29, 46]. More recently, the application of data mining to educational settings is emerging as an evolving and growing research discipline [40, 43]. Educational Data Mining (EDM) aims to better understand students and how they learn through the use of data analytics on educational data [42, 10]. Much of the published work to date is based on ever-increasing volumes of data systematically gathered by education providers, particularly log data from Virtual Learning Environments and Intelligent tutoring systems [16, 2]. Further work is needed to determine if gathering additional predictors of academic performance can add value to existing models of learning.

Research from educational psychology has identified a range of non-cognitive psychometric factors that are directly or indirectly related to academic performance in tertiary education, particularly factors of personality, motivation, self regulation and approaches to learning. Personality based studies have focused on the Big-5 personality dimensions of conscientiousness, openness, extraversion, stability and agreeableness [9, 22, 27]. There is broad agreement that conscientiousness is the best personality based predictor of academic performance [44]. For example, Chamorro et al. [9] reported a correlation of r=0.37 (p<0.01, n=158) between conscientiousness and academic performance. Correlations between academic performance and openness to new ideas, feelings and imagination are weaker. Chamorro et al. [9] reported a correlation of r=0.21 (p<0.01, n=158) but lower correlations were reported in other studies (see Table 1) which may be explained by variations in assessment type. Open personalities tend to do better when assessment methods are unconstrained by submission rules and deadlines [27]. Studies are inconclusive on the predictive validity of other personality factors [44].

A meta-analysis of 109 studies analysing psychosocial and study skill factors found two factors of motivation, namely self-efficacy (90% CI [0.444,0.548]) and achievement motivation (90% CI [0.353, 0.424]), had the highest correlations with academic performance [39]. Distinguishing between learning (intrinsic) achievement and performance (extrinsic) achievement goals, Eppler and Harja [19] found learning goals (r=0.3, p<0.001, n=212) were more strongly correlated with academic performance than performance goals (r=0.13, p> 0.05, n=212). Covington [13] however argues that setting goals in itself is not enough, as ability to self-regulate learning can be the difference between achieving, or not achieving, goals set. Self-regulated learning is recognised as a complex concept to define as it overlaps with a number of other concepts including personality, self-efficacy and goal setting [4]. Ning and Downing [35] reported high correlations between self regulation and academic performance, specifically self-testing (r=0.48, p<0.001) and monitoring understanding (r= 0.42, p<0.001). On the other hand, Komarraju and Nadler [31] found effort management, includ-
Research into approaches to learning has its foundations in the work of Marton & Säljö [32] who classified learners as shallow or deep. Deep learners aim to understand content, while shallow learners aim to memorise content regardless of their level of understanding. Later studies added strategic learners [18, pg. 19], whose priority is to do well, and will adopt either a shallow or deep learning approach depending on the requisites for academic success. Comparing the influence of approaches to learning on academic performance, Chamorro et al [9] reported a deep learning approach (r=0.33, p<0.01) had higher correlations with academic performance than a strategic learning approach (r=0.18, p<0.05). Cassidy [8] on the other hand found correlations with a deep learning approach (r=0.31, p<0.01) were marginally lower than with a strategic learning approach (r=0.32, p<0.01). Differences found have been explained, in part, by assessment type [49], highlighting the importance of assessment design in encouraging appropriate learning strategies.

Knight, Buckingham Shum and Littleton argued learning measurement should go beyond measures of academic performance [29], promoting greater focus on learning environment and encouragement of malleable, effective learning dispositions. Disposition relates to a tendency to behave in a certain way [6]. An effective learning disposition describes attributes and behaviour characteristic of a good learner [6]. A range of non-cognitive psychometric factors have been associated with an effective learning disposition such as a deep learning approach, ability to self-regulate, setting learning goals, persistence, conscientiousness and sub-factors of openness, namely intellectual curiosity, creativity and open-mindedness [6, 29, 47]. A lack of correlation between such non-cognitive factors and academic performance is in itself insightful, suggesting assessment design that fails to reward important learning dispositions. It has been argued that effective learning dispositions are as important as discipline specific knowledge [6, 29].

Statistical models have dominated data analysis in educational psychology [15], particularly correlation and regression [25]. Relatively high levels of accuracy were reported in regression models of academic performance that included cognitive and non-cognitive factors. For example, Chamorro-Premuzic et al [9] reported a coefficient of determination ($R^2$) of 0.4 when predicting 2nd year GPA (based on essay type examinations) in a regression model that included prior academic ability, personality factors and a deep learning approach. Robbins [39] reported similar results ($R^2=0.34$) in a meta-analysis of models of cognitive ability, motivation factors and socio-economic status. Models of non-standard students were less accurate, for example Swanberg & Martinsen [44] reported $R^2=0.21$ in models of older students (age: m=24.8) based on prior academic performance, personality, learning strategy, age and gender. Lower accuracies were also reported in studies not including cognitive ability. Robbins [39] reported $R^2=0.27$ in a meta-analysis of models of factors of motivation. Komarraju et al. [30] predicted GPA ($R^2=0.15$) from variables of personality and learning approach, while Bidjerano & Dai [4] had similar results ($R^2=0.11$) with factors of personality and self-regulation.

Linear regression assumes constant variance and linearity between independent and dependent attributes. There is evidence to suggest variance is not constant for some non-cognitive factors. For example, De Feyer et al. [14] found low levels of self-efficacy had a positive, direct effect on academic performance for neurotic students, and for stable students, average or higher levels of self-efficacy only had a direct effect on academic performance. In addition, Vancouver & Kendall [48] found evidence that high levels of self-efficacy can lead to overconfidence regarding exam preparedness, which in turn can have a negative impact on academic performance. Similarly, Poropat [38] cites evidence of non-linear relationships between factors of personality and academic performance, including conscientiousness and openness. It is therefore pertinent to ask if data mining’s empirical modelling approach is more appropriate for models based on non-cognitive factors of learning.

A growing number of educational data mining studies have investigated the role of non-cognitive factors in models of learning [6, 41, 36]. Bergin [3] cited an accuracy of 82% using an ensemble model based on prior academic achievement, self-efficacy and study hours, but due to the small sample size (n=58) could not draw reliable conclusions from the findings. The class label distinguished strong (grade>55%) versus weak (grade<55%) academic performance based on end of term results in a single module. Gray et al. [23] cited similar accuracies (81%, n=350) with a Support Vector Machine model using cognitive and non cognitive attributes to distinguish high risk (GPA<2.0) from low risk (GPA>2.5) students based on first year GPA. Model accuracy was contingent on modelling younger students (under 21) and older students (over 21) separately.

The focus of this study was to investigate if non-cognitive factors of learning, measured during first year student induction, were predictive of academic performance at the end of first year of study. We evaluated both regression models of GPA and classification models that predicted first year students at risk of failing. Participants were from a diverse student population that included mature students, students with disabilities, and students from disadvantaged socio-economic backgrounds.

2. METHODOLOGY

The following sections report on study participants and the study dataset. Data analysis was conducted following the CRoss Industry Standard for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) using RapidMiner V5.3 and R V3.0.2.

2.1 Description of the study participants

The participants were first year students at the Institute of Technology Blanchardstown (ITB), Ireland. The admission policy at ITB supports the integration of a diverse student population in terms of age, disability and socio-economic background. Each September 2010 to 2012, all full-time, first-year students at ITB were invited to participate in the study by completing an online questionnaire administered.
during first year student induction. A total of 1,376 (52\%) full-time, first year students completed the online questionnaire. Eliminating students who did not give permission to be included in the study (35) and invalid data (134) resulted in 45\% of first year full time students participating in the study (n=1207).

Participants ranged in age from 18 to 60, with an average age of 23.27; of which, 355 (29\%) were mature students (over 23), 713 (59\%) were male and 494 (41\%) were female. There were 32 (3\%) participants registered with a disability. Students were enrolled on fourteen courses across five academic disciplines, Business (n=402, 33\%), Humanities (n=353, 29\%), Computing (n=239, 20\%), Engineering (n=172, 14\%) and Horticulture (n=41, 3\%).

Academic performance was measured as GPA, an aggregate score of between 10 and 12 first year modules, range 0 to 4, and was calculated on first exam sitting only. The GPA distribution (profiled sample) was compared with the GPA distribution of the full cohort of students for that year (reference sample) using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov non-parametric test. The recorded differences in the distribution for 2010 (D=0.032, p=0.93), 2011 (D=0.036, p=0.90) and 2012 (D=0.042, p=0.69) were not statistically significant. The distribution of GPA was also similar across the three years of study. The largest difference was between the 2010 (D=0.032, p=0.93) and 2011 (D=0.036, p=0.90) and 2012 (D=0.042, p=0.69) were not statistically significant. To pass overall, a student must achieve a GPA ≥ 2.0 and pass each first year module. 89\% of students with a GPA ≥ 2.5 passed all modules indication a low risk group that can progress to year two. 84\% of students with a GPA < 2 failed three or more modules, indicating a high risk group falling well short of progression requirements. Of the students in GPA range [2.0, 2.49], 39\% passed all modules, 36\% failed one module, 18\% failed two modules, and 7 \% failed more than two modules. This is a less homogenous group in terms of academic profile, but could be generally regarded as borderline, either progressing on low grades or required to repeat one or two modules in the repeat exam sittings. Figure 1 and Table 2 illustrate GPA distribution by course.

2.2 The Study Dataset
Table 3 lists the psychometric factors included in the dataset, collected using an online questionnaire developed for the study (www.howilearn.ie). With the exception of learning modality, questions were taken from openly available, validated instruments, with some changes to wording to suit the context. Where two questions were similar on the published instrument, only one was included. This choice was made to reduce the overall size of the questionnaire, despite the likely negative impact on internal reliability statistics. Questionnaire validity and internal reliability were assessed using a paper-based questionnaire that included both the revised wording of questions used on the online questionnaire (reduced scale), and the original questions from the published instruments (original scale). The paper questionnaire was administered during scheduled first year lectures across all academic disciplines. Pearson correlations between scores calculated from the reduced scale, and scores calculated from the original scale, were high for all factors (>0.9) except intrinsic goal orientation and study time and environment, confirming the validity of the study instrument for those factors. Internal reliability was assessed using Cronbach’s alpha. All factors had acceptable reliability (>0.7) given the small number of questions per scale (between 3 and 6), with the exception again of intrinsic goal orientation and study time and environment. Learner modality data (Visual, Auditory, Kinaesthetic (VAK) [21]) was based an instrument developed by the National Learning Network Assessment Services (NLN) (www.nln.ie).

Table 1: Correlations with Academic Performance in Tertiary Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>m=22</td>
<td>self reported GPA</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>-0.054</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td>0.496</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>m=23.5</td>
<td>GPA</td>
<td>0.37**</td>
<td>0.21**</td>
<td>0.397***</td>
<td>0.399**</td>
<td>-0.013</td>
<td>0.316**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>18-21</td>
<td>GPA</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.398**</td>
<td>0.398*</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.18*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>17-52</td>
<td>GPA</td>
<td>0.46**</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.398*</td>
<td>0.3**</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.18*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>m=19.2</td>
<td>GPA</td>
<td>0.29**</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.397**</td>
<td>0.3**</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.18*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>self reported GPA</td>
<td>0.29**</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.397**</td>
<td>0.3**</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.18*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>m=20.5</td>
<td>GPA</td>
<td>0.541</td>
<td>0.466</td>
<td>0.496</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>581</td>
<td>20-46</td>
<td>GPA</td>
<td>0.496</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>meta analysis, 18+</td>
<td>GPA</td>
<td>0.541</td>
<td>0.466</td>
<td>0.496</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>m=24.5</td>
<td>single exam</td>
<td>0.541</td>
<td>0.466</td>
<td>0.496</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001

Figure 1: Notched box plots for GPA by course

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GPA</th>
<th>Business</th>
<th>Computing</th>
<th>Engineering</th>
<th>Humanities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1While generally a Cronbach alpha of \(>0.8\) indicates good internal consistency, Cronbach alpha closer to 0.7 can be regarded as acceptable for scales with fewer items [12, 45].
Prior knowledge of the student available to the college at registration, namely age, gender and prior academic performance, was also available to the study. Access to full time college courses in Ireland is based on academic achievement in the Leaving Certificate, a set of state exams at the end of secondary school. College places are offered based on CAO2 points, an aggregate score of grades achieved in a student’s top six leaving certificate subjects, range 0 to 600. Table 4 summarises participant profile by course.

### Table 2: Academic profile by course

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Name</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>GPA*</th>
<th>high risk</th>
<th>borderline risk</th>
<th>low risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Horticulture</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>2.4±1.1</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business General</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>1.7±2.1</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business with IT</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1.8±1.2</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business International</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>2.2±1.1</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Management</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>2.3±1.9</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied Social Care</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>2.5±0.7</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Childcare</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2.4±0.6</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social &amp; Community Development</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>2.2±1.0</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*GPA mean and standard deviation.

### Table 3: Study factors, mean and standard deviation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category &amp; Instrument</th>
<th>Study Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personality: IPPI scales</td>
<td>Conscientiousness (5.9±1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ipip.org)</td>
<td>Openness (6.1±1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation:</td>
<td>Intrinsic Goal Orientation (7.1±1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSLQ [37]</td>
<td>Self Efficacy (6.9±1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-SPQ-2F [5]</td>
<td>Extrinsic Goal Orientation (7.8±1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning approach:</td>
<td>Deep Learner (4.4±2.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NQN profiler</td>
<td>Shallow Learner (1.3±1.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personality: IPIP scales</td>
<td>Openness (6.1±1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSLQ [37]</td>
<td>Study Effort (5.9±1.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learner modality:</td>
<td>Visual (7.2±2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NQN profiler</td>
<td>Auditory (3.3±1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other factors:</td>
<td>Kinaesthetic (4.5±2.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All ranges are 0 to 10 apart from age.

### 3. RESULTS

Correlation and regression were used to analyse relationships between study factors and GPA. Subsequent analysis used classification techniques to identify students at risk of failing. Unless otherwise stated, models are based age, gender and non-cognitive factors of learning as listed in Table 3.

All non-cognitive factors of learning failed the Shapiro–Wilks normality test which is common in data relating to education and psychology [26]. However factors of personality were normally distributed within each discipline except for business. Intrinsic motivation and study effort were also normally distributed for engineering and computing students. There were further improvements when analysing subgroups by academic course. Factors of personality, self regulation and intrinsic motivation were normally distributed for all courses. With the exception of approaches to learning, learner modality, preference for group work and GPA, other factors were normally distributed for most courses. Table 4 illustrates the number of attributes that differed significantly from a normal distribution by course. Larger groups were more likely to fail tests of normality.

#### 3.1 Correlations with Academic Performance

Correlations between study factors and GPA were assessed using Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient (PP-MCC). As some attributes violated the assumption of normal distribution, significance was verified with bootstrapped

*CAO refers to the Central Applications Office with responsibility for processing applications for undergraduate courses in the Higher Education Institutes in Ireland.

5% confidence intervals using the bias corrected and accelerated method [7] on 1999 bootstrap iterations.

Bootstrap correlation coefficients are given in Table 5. With the exception of learning modality, all non-cognitive factors were significantly correlated with GPA. The highest correlations with GPA were found for approaches to learning, specifically deep learning approach (r=0.23, bootstrap 95% CI[0.18, 0.29]), and study effort (r=0.19, bootstrap 95% CI [0.13, 0.24]). Age also had a relatively high correlation with GPA (r=0.25, bootstrap 95% CI [0.19, 0.33]). A shallow learning approach (r=-0.15, bootstrap 95% CI [-0.21, -0.09]) and preference for group work (r=-0.07, bootstrap 95% CI [-0.14, -0.02]) were negatively correlated with GPA. Openness had one of the weakest significant correlations with GPA (r=0.08, bootstrap 95% CI [0.03, 0.14]). Correlations were comparable with other studies that included a diverse student population [4, 9, 28] with the exception of self efficacy (r=-0.12, bootstrap 95% CI [0.06, 0.17]) which was lower than expected. This may be reflective of the low entry requirements for some courses.
3.2 Regression models

Regression models predicting GPA from non-cognitive variables were run for the full dataset and for subgroups by disciplines and by course. The coefficient of determination ($R^2$) is reported to facilitate comparison with other studies. However $R^2$ is influenced by the variability of the underlying independent variables. Consequently Achen [1, pg 58-61] argued that prediction error is a more appropriate fitness measure for psychometric data. Therefore absolute error mean and standard deviation is also reported.

A regression model for all participants ($R^2 = 0.14$) was comparable with other reported models of non-cognitive factors [4, 30]. However when modelling students by discipline and by course, there were significant differences in model performance. A chow test [11] comparing the residual error in a regression model of all participants (full model) with the residual errors of models by discipline (restricted models) showed significant differences between the full and restricted models ($F(17,1098)=22.02, p<0$). There was also significant differences between models based on a particular discipline (full model) and models of courses within that discipline (restricted models). In computing, significant differences of $F(17,205)=2.22$ ($p=0.005$) were found between the full model and the two restricted models. Within engineering, a model combining mechatronics with electronic & computing engineering was not significantly different from a model of those two courses individually ($F(17,79)=0.58$, $p=0.89$), but including either common entry students and/or sustainable electrical & control technology resulted in significant differences between the full and restricted models. Sustainable electrical & control technology was therefore excluded from further consideration because of the small sample size ($n=20$). Significant differences were also found in models of each of the three humanities courses compared with those courses combined ($F(17,302)=2.22, p=0.004$). The least significant differences were found in models of business students provided sport management was excluded ($F(17,307)=1.95$, $p=0.015$). Adding sports management further increased the difference in model residual errors ($F(17,334)=8.36$, $p=0$). Table 6 gives model details by course and factors used in each model. Electronic & computer engineering students and mechatronic students were combined.

In general, models based on technical courses had a higher $R^2$ than models for non technical courses. For example, engineering courses, computing (IT) and business with IT all had $R^2 > 0.3$. Absolute error for these courses was in the range $[0.63,0.8]$. The difference between the highest absolute error ($m=0.8, s=0.56^3$) and the lowest absolute error ($m=0.63, s=0.54$) was not significant ($t(15)=1.74$, $p=0.1$). Regression results for International Business was also relatively good ($R^2=0.27$). For the remaining non-technical disciplines $R^2$ was lower (range $[0.12,0.17]$) but the absolute error was more varied. Early childcare had the lowest absolute error ($m=0.37, s=0.34$) while general business had the highest absolute error ($m=0.9, s=0.53$). The difference was significant ($t(15)=10.3, p<0.001$) and may be explained by the greater distribution of GPA scores in general business.

There was little agreement across models on which factors were most predictive of GPA. Approaches to learning and age were significant for models of all participants, computing students and engineering students, but motivation and learning strategy were more significant for Business with IT. Factors of motivation, learning strategy and approaches to learning were also relevant to models in the humanities courses. All regression models improved when prior academic performance was included in the model. The most significant increase was for sports management, $R^2$ increased from 0.16 to 0.30. Business with IT and applied social care also increased by more than 0.1. For all other regression models, $R^2$ increased by between 0.05 and 0.09.

3.3 Classification models

Classification models were generated using four classification algorithms, namely Naïve Bayes (NB), Decision Tree (DT), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN). A binary class label was used based on end of year GPA score, range [0-4]. The two classes were: high risk students (GPA$<2, n=459$); and low risk students (GPA$\geq 2.5, n=558$) giving a dataset of n=1017. Borderline students (2.0 $\leq$ GPA $\leq 2.49$) have not been considered to date. Gray et al. [24] found that cross validation over-estimated model accuracy compared to models applied to a different student cohort. Therefore models were trained on participants from 2010 and 2011 and tested on participants from 2012. All datasets were balanced by over sampling the minority class, and attributes were scaled to have a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1. Significant attributes were identified by finding the optimal threshold for selecting attributes by weight. Attributes were weighted based on uncertainty$^4$ for DT, k-NN and Naïve Bayes models, and based on SVM weights for SVM models. Table 6 shows the accuracies achieved and factors used in each model.

k-NN had the highest accuracy for models of all students (66%). Accuracies for DT (61%), SVM (62%) and Naïve Bayes (62%) were similar. The most significance attributes by weight were age, deep learning approach and study effort. Including factors of prior academic performance improved model accuracy marginally to 72%.

Model accuracy improved when modelling each course separately. In general, k-NN had either the highest accuracy, or close to the highest accuracy, for all groups with the exception of two courses, international business and early childcare & education. Naïve Bayes had the highest accuracy for both those courses and their attributes of significance were normally distributed. Five courses had accuracies marginally higher than the model for all students, social & community development (70%), applied social care (68%), early childcare & education (69%), creative digital media (67%) and sports management (70%). As illustrated in Table 1, these courses were distinguished by a high average GPA and a low failure rate. Consequently, patterns identifying high risk students may be under represented in these groups. Accuracies for other courses were significantly higher ($\geq 79\%$). For example the difference between sports management (70%) and the next highest accuracy (Engineering other, 79%) was significant ($Z=5.86, p<0.001^5$).

---

$^3$m=mean, s=standard deviation

$^4$Symmetrical uncertainty with respect to the class label.

$^5$Accuracy comparisons were based on the mean accuracy of...
It could be argued that the smaller sample size of course groups over estimated model accuracy as smaller sample sizes may under represent the complexity of patterns predictive of academic achievement. Therefore 30 samples randomly generated from the full dataset (n=100) were also modelled. Model accuracy for the random samples was normally distributed, with mean=63.12% (s=11%), which was marginally lower than the model of all students (Z=2.68, p=0.017).

There was little agreement across models on which study factors were most predictive of high risk and low risk students. Conscientiousness, study effort and a shallow learning approach were used most frequently, followed by openness, intrinsic motivation and age. There was no significant improvement in model accuracy when prior academic performance was included in each model. For example, the largest increase in accuracy was from 79% to 82% in a model of low risk students based on GPA had good accuracy for both classification models that distinguished between high and low risk students based on GPA had good accuracy for both classification and regression models despite its relatively low correlation with GPA. In general, regression models for students in technical disciplines, such as engineering, computing and business with IT, had a higher coefficient of determination ($R^2$) than models of non technical disciplines. However the coefficient of determination did not reflect prediction error, highlighting the underlying variability in independent variables. For example, early childcare ($R^2=0.17$) and sports management ($R^2=0.2$) had the same $R^2$, but sports management had a higher absolute error (0.64±0.53) than early childcare (0.37±0.34). The difference was significant (t(15)=3.996, p=0.001). Prediction error was reflective of the GPA distribution for each course regardless of discipline.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Results from this study suggest that models of academic performance, based on non-cognitive psychometric factors measured during first year student induction, can achieve good predictive accuracy, particularly when individual courses are modelled separately. A deep learning approach, study effort and age had the highest correlations with GPA across all disciplines. These factors were also significant in both the regression model and classification model of all students. Extrinsic motivation, preference for working alone and self regulation were also significant in the regression model, while all factors except extrinsic motivation, preference for working alone and study time were significant in a classification model of all students. Models of individual courses also differed in the range of factors used. The lack of consensus in identification of significant factors may be explained by an overlap in the constructs measured by each [24]. Openness appeared frequently in both classification and regression models despite its relatively low correlation with GPA.

Classification models that distinguished between high and low risk students based on GPA had good accuracy for both classification and regression models despite its relatively low correlation with GPA. In general, regression models for students in technical disciplines, such as engineering, computing and business with IT, had a higher coefficient of determination ($R^2$) than models of non technical disciplines. However the coefficient of determination did not reflect prediction error, highlighting the underlying variability in independent variables. For example, early childcare ($R^2=0.17$) and sports management ($R^2=0.2$) had the same $R^2$, but sports management had a higher absolute error (0.64±0.53) than early childcare (0.37±0.34). The difference was significant (t(15)=3.996, p=0.001). Prediction error was reflective of the GPA distribution for each course regardless of discipline.

Classification models that distinguished between high and low risk students based on GPA had good accuracy for both technical and non technical disciplines, particularly for courses with a significant proportion (>30%) of high risk students. As with regression, models of individual courses outper-
formed both models of the full dataset and models of random samples taken from the full dataset. This would suggest models trained for specific courses can outperform models generalising patterns for all students. k-NN, a non-linear classification algorithm, gave optimal or near optimal accuracies for most course groups. This may be reflective of non-linear patterns in the dataset.

Including a cognitive factor of prior academic performance did not improve the accuracy of classification models significantly. On the other hand, Gray et al. [23] reported that predictive accuracy of models based on cognitive factors only (prior academic performance) increased marginally when non-cognitive factors were included in the model. This would suggest a high overlap in constructs captured by both cognitive and non-cognitive factors of learning.

Model accuracies are based on a heuristic search of attribute subsets. A more exhaustive search is needed to verify optimal attribute subsets. Further work is also required to investigate principal components amongst non-cognitive factors. In addition, results are based on full time students in a traditional classroom setting at one college. Further work is needed to determine if these results generalise to students in other colleges, and other delivery modes.
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